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1. Constitution of the Atmosphere at Magnetospheric 
Levels 

S. 1. Bauer 

1. Composition 

Pri01" Lo 1961 it was generally accepted tha t the 
main consLituen t of the atmosphere above 300 km 
was atomic oxygen up to a n altitude of about 1000 
km and that at higher altitudes hydrogen would pre
dominate. Direct experim ental evid ence for the 
presen ce of neutral hydrogen in the outer atmosphere 
has come from the high resolution Lyman a spectrum 
obtained by Purcell a nd Tousey [1960]. From the 
absorption core of their L yman a spectrum , the total 
con ten t of hydrogen above the al titude of the rocket 
measurement has been determin ed . Johnson [1961] 
has interpreted this hydrogen content to be cListrib
uted in the form of n, "geocorona." The problenl of 
interpretation of the L y man a observations in terms 
of hydrogen and its location wi th r espect to the earth 
has r ecently been r evi ewed in detail by Donahue 
[1962]. The computation of the distribution of 
neutral hydrogen is complicated by the fact that at 
magnetospheric levels "exospheri c" conditions pre
vail, i.e., the mean free path of neutral hydrogen is 
greater than the local scale height. Because of the 
escape of particles with high velocities, the velocity 
distribution is , strictly speaking, non-Maxwellian 
and the distribution of density with heigh t does not 
follow the simple hydrostatic equation, but has to be 
computed by taking into account ballistic escape, 
b allistic r eentry and bound-orbiting particles. Such 
compu ta.tions have been mad e by bpik and Singer 
[1961] and by Johnson [1961]. Out to a geocentric 
distance of a bout two ear th r adii , a simple hydro
static dis tri bution , however , stillrepresen ts fI, r eason
ably good n.p pro xi III ation . 

Photoionization and /or ch arge exchange with 
oxygen ions of the neutral hydrogen of th e geocorona 
lead to the protons constituting the " protonosph ere." 
rrhe ions fLt J1h1gnetospheric levels are distribu ted ac-

cording t? a diffusive equilibrium distribution , i.e., 
hydrostatIcally supported bu t constrain ed by the 
~arth 's magnetic field. For ions the m ean fr ee pn.th 
l S short enough so that the concep t of an ion
exosphere is not applicable [Johnson , 1962] . While 
the diffusive equilibriurn distribution of an ionic 
species ,~as gen~]"ally con ~idered to be go:v:erned by a 
scale h eJght t WICe t hat of th e cOl"l"espondmg neutral 
species, it was pointed out by Mange [1960 1961] 
that this concept is not justified for a minor ' ion in 
tbe presence of other ions. The electric field which 
is set up to prevent further charge separation 'of elec
trons and ions diffu sing under gravity, and which is 
propor tional to th e me}1n mass of the (s ingly charged) 
positive ions, causes the density of minor ligh t ions 
first to increase with alt itud e until it b eco mes pre
dominant, n.Iter which it shows the l lsual exponential 
decrease with altitude according to n. scn.le heigh t 
appr~aching twice that of the conesponding neutral 
constItuent. Subsequently to .Mange's independent 
derivation of the equation governing the distribution 
of singly charged ions in the presence of other singly 
charged ions, it was realized that the same problem 
~1ad been solved before by Dungey [1955], and orig
mally as long as four decades ago [Pannekoek, 1922 ; 
Eddington, 1926]. The dis tribu tion of pro tons in 
the protonosphere according to this concept, and 
their relation and coupl ing to the ionospheric P-reaion 
where oxygen ions predominate, have b een discu~sed 
in great detail by Hanson and Ortenburger [1961]. 

In 1961 , Nicolet [1961] suggested that neutral and 
ionized h elium should be an important cOllstit uent 
in the upper atmosphere. H e pointed ou t t h f1t th e 
presence of neutral helium would provide a sensible 
solution to th e problem of high atmospheric densities 
n.t 1600 km deduced from t he drag of the Echo I 
ballooll satelli te. The first experimen tal evidence, 
from charged particle observat ions, for th e impor-
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tance of helium in the upper atmosphere was pre
sented before a session of U.S. Commission 4 at the 
Fall-URSI-Meeting in Austin, Texas, 1961 [Hanson, 
1962' Bourdeau, Whipple, Donley, and Ba uer, 1962]. 
Han~on [1962] inferred the presence of helium ions 
from an ion density profi le obtained by Hale (1961) 
with a Scout rocket. Hanson concluded from t he 
analysis of this deLta t]1I1t the concentration of H e+ 
was in agreement wit h N icolet's estimates and that 
the layer wh ere H e+ was predominant extended over 
,1bout 2000 km from 1200 to 3400 km, at a time when 

! d d ° the atmosphenc temperature correspon e to 1600 
K . He 111so suggested that H e+ is lost by an ion
a tom interchange process involving molecuhtr nitro
gen , and that no large diurnal change in the helium 
ion concentration should occur. .More recently 
B et tes and Patterson [1962] have shown that the loss 
process for H e+ with Kz is not possib~e , bu t that the 
one involving O2 seems to be respons1ble for the loss 
of He+. 

The first direct experimental evidence for the 
presence of H e+ was provided by the ion retarding 
potential measurement on Explorer VIn .lBourdeau, 
\Vhipple, Donley, and Bauer, 1962]. Th1s measure
ment showed a rat io of He+jO+= 1.3 ± 0.3 at an 
altit ude of 1630 km, where the simultaneously meas
ured electron temperature wn,s 1750 ± 200 oK . 
Additional evidence for a transition from 0 + to H e+, 
rather than directly to H +, has come from a rocket 
measurement of the electron density distribut ion 
[Bauer nnd J ackson, 1962] . The presence of He+ 
and H + in the upper atmosphere has now also been 
identified directly with an RF ion spectrometer 
[Taylor, Brinton, and Smith , 1962]. MO~'e recen~ly 
ion com position measurements on the An el satelltte 
have also shown the presence of H e+ as well as it 

significant diurnal variation of the alt itude l"ctnge 
where H e+ is the predominan t ion [\Villmore, Boyd, 
a nd Bowen , 1962] . These data, as well as a recent 
n ighttime ion density profile obtained with a Scout 
rocket [Donley, 1963], indicate that at low atmos
pheric temperatures the layer where He+ is pre
dominant is only a few hundred km thick CO!11pared 
t o a thickness of 2000 kl11 at 1600 0 K determmed by 
H anson, with correspondingly lower altitudes of 
t ransit ions from 0 + to He+ and H e+ to H +. Such 
a strong variation with temperature in the thickness 
of the helium ion layer is in accordance with a sug
gestion by Bnuer [1963]. 

The possible presence of doubly charged oxygen 
ions (0 ++) in the upper ionosphere has been suggested 
by N akad a and Singer [1962] on the basis of the 
abundance of 0 + and an adequate photo ionization 
rate for their formation. In this connection they 
have investigated the distribution of multiply 
charged ions in an ion mixture, for which no analyt
ical expression of the kind derived by M ange [1960] 
exists and have shown by numerical integration that 
the cbncentration of 0 ++ would also increase with 
alt itude relative to 0 + and may, depending on loss 
rates, b ecome an important ionic constituent. The 
presence of 0 ++, however, has not yet been verified 
experim entally. 

2. Temperature 

The kinetic gas temperature of t he atmosphere at 
magnetospheric levels has been determined from 
satellite drag observations assumin g model distribu
tions of the mean molecular weight. Above 300 km 
t his t emperature should be indepel1Clent of altitude 
because of the high t herm al conductivity. The 
kinetic gas temperature in this isothermal region has 
been found to vary with the solar cycle and to show 
short-term fluctuations which are correlated with the 
10.7 cm r adiauion from t he SW1 , as well as with 
geomagnetic activity [Jacchia, 1961 ; Priester , 1961 ; 
Harris and Priester, 1962] . A diurnal variation 
h aving a minimum at 4 a .m. local time and a maxi
mum at about 2 p .m . is indicated from the satelli te 
data. 

While the kinetic gas temperature in the upper 
atmosphere has only been inferred from satellite drag 
measurements, direct measurements of the electron 
anel ion temperatures have been made with the help 
of space vehicles . The vertical profiles of electron 
temperat uTe up to about 400 km have been measured 
by means of the Langmuir probe technique [Spencer , 
Brace, twd Carignan , 1962 ; Brace, 1962]. These 
lll easurements indicate t hat at midlatitudes for quiet 
ionospheric conditions, the day time electron tempera
t ure attains a m aximum at about 230 km, approach
ing an isothermal behavior at altitudes above 300 km. 

This measmement is in good agreement with 
theoretical investigations [H anson and Johnson, 
19 61; H anson, 1962 ; D algan1o, YIcElroy, and 
Moffett, 1962] which show that, for solar ultraviolet 
as the major heat source, the only departure from 
temperature equ ilibrium would occur in the region 
between 200 nnd 400 km altitude. At higher alti
t udes, the daytime electron temperature and the ion 
(and gas) temperature are expected to be equal, at 
least und er quiet condit ions . A nighttime measure
ment of electron temperature shows perfect iso
thermal behavior throughout this altitude range 
[Brace, 1962] . D epartures from thermal eq uilib
rium e:-;tending throughout the ionospheric F-region 
have been reported for disturbed ionospheric condi
t ions at middle latit ude and ttppear to be t he rule 
in auroral regions [Spencer, Brace, and Carignan, 
1962]. The gas temperature in the upper ionosphere 
has also been determined from the exponential 
decr ement of electron and ion density profiles. 
These measurements show evidence of an isothermal 
behavior, since the scale h eigh.t of the electron-ion 
gas is constant within a few percent over ~tn altitude 
range of a few hundred kilometers. Tempera tures 
derived from these scale heights, assuming therm al 
equilibrium, have been found to be in good agree
ment with kinetic gas temperatures expected from the 
correlation with solar 10.7 cm flux , thus providing 
indirect evidence for temperature equilibrium [Bauer 
and Bourdeau, 1962]. Direct measurements of 
electron temperature at magnetospheric levels have 
been made by means of J..Jangmuir probes on the 
Explorer VIn satellite [Serbu , Bourdeau, and 
Donley, 1961]. These measurements also show, 
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within their elTOl'-limi ts, agreement with model 
yalues of kinetic gas tempera Lures, except cI uring the 
s unrise period when high elecLron temperatures 
eem to be prevalelrL . :More recentl~T , s imilar 

measurements lw,ve b een made on the Ariel slt tellile 
[' Villmore, Boyd, and Bowell , 1962] in tl te ItlLi Lucie 
region between 400 and 1200 km which indicate a 
latiLude dependence, with midday v,tlu es of 1200 OK 
at th e equlttOl' and 1600 OK at a la titude of 55 ON. 
Preliminary topside sounder satellite results ar e in 
qualitat ive agreemen t with such a lat itude depend
ence [Knecht and Van Zandt, 1963]. The Ariel 
measurements also show high electron temperatures 
during th e sunrise period while Itt other times t he 
electron temperatures are equivalent to the simul
t aneously determined ion temperatures. 

Ion temperatures and the departure from Lh erm al 
equilibrium in Lhe upper ionosphere ll<tve also been 
determ ined by ground-based magn etospheric sound
ers using the incoherent backscatter tech niqu e. 
E Vl:tlls [1962] has r eported m easurements for It few 
days cOYering all altiLude range up to 800 kill , which 
show Le l1l pemture equilibriulll (Te= T i ) during t he 
nigh t as ex pected , but ,1 posit ive tempemture 
gmdiellt , Imel during the day departures !rom equi
librium in the entire r egion above 200 km. T he 
latter ('an be interpreted eith er as It cOllstant nttio 
T el l ';, with T e and Ti showing a height gmdient, 01' 

as a variable mtio Tel T i, with 'l'; = collstant and 111) 

even st ronger h eight-depend ellce of Te. The time 
of maxi muJIl depar t ure from eq uilibrium according 
to his datit is at J100n , r eaching ,t \r,d ue of T el 1', = 1.6 . 
This is in disltgree11l ent with satellite measurements 
which show h igh electron temper,)'Lures only d urillg 
the sunrise period, itS well as with incoheren t back
scatter measurements by Bowles, Ochs, and Green 
[1962]' who also found the t im es of departure from 
thermal equilibrium to be only during th e s unrise 
period and during disturbed ionospheric conditions. 
The present cliscrepl1ncies beLween space-fligh t meas
urem.ents of charged par t icle tempemLures alld 
those determin ed by m eall s of th e incoh erent back
scatter techniqu e obviously n eed to be resolved. 
It should b e understood, however, thttt generaliza
tions concerning the th ermal properties of the upper 
atmosphere based as yet upon only a small number 
of observations may be premature. 
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2. Theory of Magnetospheric Radio Scattering 

H. G . Booker 

Associated with the suggestion by W. E . Gordon 
[1958) for measurement of the electron density in the 
magnetosphere by radar backscattering above the 
penetration frequency of the ionosphere, and the 
successful application of this method by K . L. Bowles 
[1961), numerous papers have appeared analyzing in 
detail the t heory of this scattering phenomenon. 
P apers have been published by E. E. Salpeter [1960), 
J. P. D ougherty and D . T . Farley [1960), J. R enau 
[1960), J. A. Fejer [1960), T. Hagfors [1961)' and 
O. Buneman [1962). For a radar looking vertically up
wards into the magnetosphere the echo is produced 
by vertically moving plasma waves of electron 
density in the magnetosphere with a wavelength 
equal to h alf that of the exploring radio wave. The 
returned energy is Doppler spread, and the frequency 
shift in the returned spectrum corresponds to t he 
ver tical velocity of the plasma wave in the magnetos
phere according to the usual D oppler formula . Thus 
the frequency spectrum of the echo gives the velocity 
spectrum of vertically propagated plasma waves of 
electron density in the magnetosphere of wavelength 
equal to half the wavelength of the exploring radio 
wave. 

When t he wavelength is very large compared wi th 
the D ebye length, the vertical plasma waves con
cerned are the upward and downward electron 
acoustic waves, together with the upward an d down
ward ion acoustic waves, for which the electron 
density follows the ion density [Denisse and D elcroix, 
1961). On the other hand, when t he wavelength is 
small compared with the D ebye distance, the ver tical 
plasma waves are gaussianly distributed in velocity 
abou t zero; the plasma waves then correspond to the 
gaussianly distributed vertical streams of thermic 
electrons, the relation between the waves and the 
streams being simil ar to that involved in a traveling 

wave tube or linear accelerator. 'IV e thus emerge, 
in the general case, with a backscatter spectrum 
r ather like a partially resolved spectral doublet, with 
the maxima corresponding to ver tically propagated 
ion acoustic waves; on each side of this main spectrum 
is a narrow line, separated from t he transmitted 
frequency by roughly the plasma frequency, and 
corresponding to the vertically propagated electron 
acoustic waves. 

The effect of the earth 's magnetic fi eld is to cause 
frequency modulation in the Doppler shift of the 
echo, corresponding to gyration of the charged 
particles round the magnetic field. When the mag
netic field is at right angles to the line of sight, the 
principal effect is to split the backscatter spectru m 
in to lines whose separatio 1 is the ionic gyrofrequency. 
However, as the magnetic fi eld is turned away from 
the transverse position, the component of line-of
sight charge-velocity parallel to the magnetic fi eld 
spreads the lines, and the spectrum quickly becomes 
a continuous spectrum similar to that for no magnetic 
field. 
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3 . Terrestrial Radio Noise 

William Q . Crichlow and Robert T. Disney 

1. Introduction 

This section deals primarily with recent investiga
tions of the composite noise at a particular receiving 
location which results from all terrestrial sources. 
A knowledge of the characteristics of this composite 
noise is necessary in order to evaluate its effects on 
the reception of radio signals. The principal type of 
noise to be considered originates in the atmosphere 
during lightning discharges, but under certain cir
cumstances other types of noise may be important 

such as that originating from manmade sources, in 
the ionosphere, and the ear th 's magnetic or electro
static field . 

In addi tion to studies of the composite effects of 
all sources, measurements have been made of the 
waveforms and resulting spectra of individual 
spherics from ligh tning discharges . These measure
men ts provide informatio n on the propagation 
medium and assist in evaluating the combined 
spectral distribution of the energy to be expected 
from a number of simultaneous thunderstorms. 
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2. Worldwide Measurements 

The worldwide radio noise recording network 
sponsored by the National Bureau of Standards has 
continued in op eration , and the data are published 
quarterly [Cri chlow et aI., 1959- 1962]. Two addi
tional stations ]u1Ve b een put in operation dmin g 
this reporting period- one in Warrensburg, :Mo., and 
the other aboard the USNS Eltanin, which is cruising 
in Antarctic waters . Measmements at all stations 
are made by means of the ARN- 2 radio noise 
recorder, which provides an automatic record of three 
statistical moments of the noise- the average power, 
the average envelope voltage, and the average loga
rithm of the envelope voltage. 

3. Amplitude-Probability Distribution 

The amplitude-probability distribution of the 
noise en velope (APD) has bee ll found to be eXLremely 
useful in determining the interference to various 
types of radio systems as discussed in t he National 
Committee Report to the XUI General Assembly 
and summarized in a special repor t [URSl, 1962]. 
Using ernpirical methods, th is APD can be repre
sented wi th re~Lsonable accuracy by means of the 
three statisticill mom ents measured in the NBS 
network [CrichlolV ct ill., 1960a] , and families of 
typical cunoes ha\'e b een published [Crichlow et al. , 
1960b] . Such an APD is applicable only to the 
receiver bandwidth in which the statistical moments 
were measured. R ecent contributions to method s 
for predicting the APD for any specified bandwidth 
from the 1110men ls of the noise measured in a different 
bandwidth ha \' e been deri \Oed [Spaulding et aI. , 1962] . 

4. Worldwide Predictions 

A number of s tudies ha \'e been in progress to test 
the \ralidity of the worldwide noise predictions pub
lished by the ] nternational Radio Consultati \re 
Committee [CCIR, 1956]. 

Herman [1961] compared the CCIR predicted 
values of radio noise with sllbseque11 t noise measure
m.ents at [our noise recording stations over the 
frequency range of 13 kc/s through 10 Mc/s. In 
general, good agreement was found. Largest dis
agreements were found where the predictions were 
based on extrapolations of data measured at other 
stations. Some explanations for the discrepancies 
were discussed. 

More recently a detailed comparison was made 
between data measured at all temperflte and tropical 
s tfltions in the NBS network and the CCIR predic
tions. The results of the ~l n alysis were presented 
in the form. of a supplement to t he CCIR predictions 
and con tained the followin g information: 

(a) cOl'l'ections as a fun ction of frequency, time of 
day, and se~Lso n , 

(b) statistical information on the flccmacy of th e 
correc t ed vfllues, 

(c) statistical information on the fine structure of 
the noise, 

(d) specific suggestions on the use of noise data in 
the solution of operational problems. 

Thi s supplement was adopted at an interim meeting 
of CC LR Study Group VI [CCIR, 1962]. 

Subseq uent and more complete analysis of the 
data from all the stations in the NBS network has 
led to the preparation of a complete r evision of the 
CCIR predictions which has been submi tted for 
possible adoption by the CCTR at its Xth Plenary 
Assembly. This r evision co ntain s correc ted noise 
charts of the world, each with an accompanying 
set of ampli tude versus freq nency curves as well as 
curves showing the variability of the noise and the 
statis tical reliability of the predi ctions. Also pre
sented is inform.fltion on th e ftn e structure of the 
noise in the form of amplitude-probability distribu
tions. Expected values of galactic rtldio noise and 
manmade radio noise are shown on the ampli tude 
versus frequency curves and, as confirmed by more 
recent measurem.ents, have the same level and fre
quency dependence given in t he previoLis CCJR 
predictions. Two examples illustrate th e use of the 
revi sed predictions in the evaluation of system 
performance. 

5. Ionospheric Effects 

5.1. Changes in Atmospheric Noise Levels Associated 
With High-Altitude Thermonuclear Explosions 

Not onl y are there variations of the recei ved 
atmospheric radio noise due to natural changes in 
the ionosphere, but also vm'iations ha\-e been ob
sen 'ed due to "manmade" changes in the ionosph ere. 
Sam son [1963] found that a co mpariso n of radio 
noise data for Aug Li st 1958, with that for later years 
shows that the Johnston IshLlld nuclear explosions on 
August 1 and 12 , 1958, a ffected the aLlllospheri c 
radio noise o\' ('r a wiel e area in t he Pal:iftc region. 
Graphs of the midnigh t noise level at several fre
quencies from 13 kc/s to 5 Mc/s illustrate apparent 
noise anomalies at Cook, Australia; Ohira, Japan : 
Byrd Station, Antarctica; and Singapore. These 
anomalies resemble in several respects the well
marked effects previously noted [Samson, 1959; 1960] 
at Kekaha, Hawaii. 

5.2. Synchrotron Emission From Energetic Electrons 
in the Upper Atmosphere 

The possibility of detecting radio noise originating 
in the upper atmosphere by the synchrotron emi s
sion process (i.e. , due to the spiralling of \Oery 
energetic electrons around the magnetic fi eld lin es) 
was discussed by Dyce and Nakada [1959] . Obsen 'a
tio ns by Ochs et al. [1963] using the large 50 M c/s 
in co herent scatter antenna at Jicamarca, P eru , failed 
to re ve~ll any detectflble synchrotron emission at 
that frequency arisill g from the nat ural Van Allen 
belt electrons. H owe\'el" , s trong synchrotron emis-
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sions were noted at various equatorial latitudes 
following the high-altitude thermonuclear explosion 
of July 9, 1962 lOchs et aI. , 1963; Dyce and Horo
wit7. , 1963]. At higher magnetic latitudes, and some
what lower frequencies, Egan and Peterson [1960] 
have reported the occasional occurrence of auroral 
radio noise attributable to synchrotron emission from 
enm·getic electrons of natural origin . 

5.3. Thermal Noise from the Ionosphere 

Because the ionosphere acts as an absorber of 
radio waves, it can also act as an emitter of thermal 
radio noise. Observations of the thermal noise level 
on a 2.89 .Mc/s dipole antenna have been made near 
College, Alaska [Little et aI., 1961]. In the absence 
of cosmic noise and other interference, equivalent 
midday antenna temperatures during the winter 
were in the range 200 to 250 oK, in good agreement 
with the temperature of the neu tral gas in the lower 
part of the D region. Nighttime observations during 
aurora indicated that the temperature of the electrons 
in the lower part of the absorbing region is not 
markedly affected by t he presence of the aurora. 

6. Waveforms and Fields, ELF, VLF, and LF 

Taylor [1963] has examined t he groundwave por
tion of atmospheric waveforms to determine various 
characteristics of the radiation field from lightning 
discharges. A large number of r epresentative wave
forms were selected from thunderstorms in the 
Oklahoma and North T exas area. The average 
amplitude and phase spectra from 1 to 100 kc/s 
were presented for several groups of atmospherics . 
Various other r elationships involving t he total rad i
ated energ.v, peak fi eld str ength, first half-c.vcle 
length, spectral amplitude peak, and frequency of 
spectral peak were presented. 

'Watt [1960] calculated the expected ELF fields 
produced from models assum ed to be t:Tpical of 
"long" and "short" discharges, and the calculated 
values were found to agree well with observed fields. 
The vertical electric field decreases very slowly with 
distance from the source for distances compar able 
to the discharge channel heigh ts. From 4 to 20 
km a 1/d3 relation is observed, and beyond 30 km a 
complicated relation with distance is foun d due to 
ionosp heric effects. The models employed indicate 
that below 300 cis, "long" discharges produce much 
more energy than "short" dischftrges, and t hat 
intercloud and intracloud discharges ma:T produce 
as much energy as cloud to ground discharges. 

Pierce [1960] and Wait [1960] discussed tbe rela
tionship of observed atmospherics at ELF to the 
electric and magnetic fields. In particular, "Vait 
[1 960] gaye a theoretical treatment of ELF propaga
tion and suggested that certain observed character
istir.s of ELF waveforms might be attributed to the 
in clinfttion of the current channel in the lightning 
discharge. 

Campbell [1960] obselTed the transit ion frequenc.y 
of natural signals from sferics slow tails to geo-
111 agnetic micropulsations to be between 2.0 ftn d 

0.2 cis. Micropulsations with periods of 5 to 30 sec 
have characteristics which closely relate to sol ft1" 
terrestrial disturbance phenomena. The low lati
tude diurnal amplitude variation has maximums at 
0945 and 1000 LMT. Similar groups of oscillations 
appear in Alaska and California. Simultaneous 
p ulsation of }'3914 aurora and magnetic field micro
pulsations have been observed in Alaskft. 
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4. Geomagnetism and the Magnetosphere 
A. 1. Dessler 

1. Introduction 

The geomagnetic field, in its gross features, is 
similar to the field of a uniformly m agnetized sphere. 
Such a simple model is inadequate in detail, however , 
for two principal reasons. First, the rela tively 
steady main Held contains, in addi tion to its pre
dominan t dipole component, important contribu
tions from higher multipoles and numerous irregu
larities of local origin . The most accurate simple 
r epresentation of the field is given by the eccen tric 
dipole, which is both tipped r elative to the earth 's 
axis and displaced from its cen ter . Second, th e 
fi eld varies con t inuously wi t h tim e in an irregular 
luann e]" . 

The ear th 's m aill m agnet ic fi eld is comill only 
supposed to origin ate by dy na,m o action in the fluid 
mo tion of Lhe m olten metallic core of the e~Lr t h. 
This fluid Ill otion is unstable; i t chilnges slightly 
from year to yenr to produce t he secular y,lriaLion, 
which requires hu ndreds of yem's to prod uce a 
significant change in the geom agnetic :field. Tran
sien t variations, which take pbce in times less t han 
one year (som e occurrin g in a smilll fraction of a 
second) have their sources ou tside the eilrtb, a,nd 
are produced cliiefly by the in teracLion between 
solar plasma a nd t he geom agnetic field. 

Scien tific obser vations of geo rnagneLic field h ilxe 
b een llMde for the past se"eral hundred years. For 
example, the secular \'H,ri a tion WilS disco \rered in 
1635 by means or dn La ob h1ined as early ils l5 O. 
The transientnui,tt ioll s were disco\"ered in l 722 . 
The flrst m ag ll et ic obserntto ri es were constr ucted 
during t he late eighteenth century for the purpose 
of makin g systeill atic obsen"ations o\"er widely 
separated geograp hi c positions. Since tbat Lime, 
enormous aill oun ts of datn have been gathered. 
An outstanding job of descri bing, summarizing, and 
analyzing the data to 1940 may be found in the 
t wo-yolum e set, Geomagnetism, by Chapman and 
Bartels [1940]. 

R ecent geomagnetic research has been directed 
mainly toward an understil nding of the transien t 
, "ariations. The grea test progress in this direction 
has come abou t through the application of the prin
ciples of hydromagnetislll. 

T he transient yariations arise {rom changing 
electric currents flowing in the ionosphere or the 
m<l,gnetosphere 01' from hydroJllagneLic waves gen
erate by interactions brtween the geomagnetic 
field and ionized gas (p lasma) moying out from t he 
sun . This gas, which is Lhought to flow 1'adiHlly 
outward, is rererred to HS the solnT wincl. This 
solar wind will push in to t he geomagnetic field 
ro ugllly to the point where the kinetic energy 
density or the soh-u' wi nd is equal to t he mngnetlc
field energy density and form an elong,tted ctwity 
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around the ear th. The g('omagnetic field is C011 -

tain ed inside this cayi ty, which is often called tbe 
"m agnetosphere. " 

Of the many observed types of transien t Yariatio]) s, 
the largest (and most carefully studied) are diurnal 
variations and geomagnetic storms. The diurnal 
variation is attributed to tidal motion in the iono
sphere. At a given location , the diurnal ,'ariation is 
reasonably predictable and usually illYolves field 
changes of the order of 0.1 percen t of the to tal field . 
The geomagnetic s torm, whil e frequently following 
a general pat tern, is much less predictable, both as 
to time of occurrence and detailed characteristics. 

Although the application of the principles of hydro
magnetism and plasm a physics have led to miln y 
valuable insigh ts regardin g geo lll agnetic p henomen n, 
mu ch is left to be explain ed. In par ticular , the 
aurora is e \"idently an in tima te fea ture of geomag
neti c storm s. H oweyer, no widely accep ted iluroral 
theo ry has yet b een proposed. Since t he aurora is 
such ,1 dramatic eflect, ilnd since it diss ipa,tes s uch a 
large il l11 0un t of energy whose source is no t und er
stood, we should remain suspi cious of an~' theory of 
geo magnetic storms t hat does n ot also expbin the 
aurora. 

2. The Solar Wind and the Magnetosphere 

Th e solar corona is so hot that Lhe solar gnl \'ita
tional field cannot con tain i t. This sola.r plas l1l il , 
whi ch expands radi ally away ('rom Lhe sun, is call ed 
t he solar wind, following Parker's [1958,1] tel'lni
nology. T he solar wi nd impinges ag<l inst the 
geo ll1il.gneLic field and con fi nes it withi n a ca\·ity. 
T he name magnetosp here has been suggested fo r the 
regions of t he geomagnetic field where t he moLions 
of geomagnetic field have dominant con trol o\"e1' the 
motions of low-energy plasma and fast charged 
par ticles . This name, suggested by Gold [1959], is 
now common usage. In its usual sense, the magneto
sp here is taken to be the region between the top of 
the ionospheric E region (~140 km altitude) and 
the ou ter boundary of the geomagnetic field- usually 
at geocentric distances greater than 10 RE (the 
synlbol EE is used for earth radii). 

The first quan tit.ati vo theoretical treatmen t of the 
expansion of the solar corona is due Lo Parker [195Ra] 
Th e consequences of a 106 OK corona were also 
examined by Chamberlain [1960 alld 1961]. Cham
berlain, too, fo und that, if th e solar magnetic field is 
neglected, the corona must expand. Chamberlain 
ass umed a small Lotal heat inpu t in to a thin region a t 
the base or the corona and derived ,111 "evaporative" 
solm' wind (or solar breeze) veloc iL.\' or 20 kill/so 
Parker [1958 b a nd 1960], on th e oLher hand, assum ed 
a m uch greater coro ll lli heat inpu t extend ing over a 



distance of '" 10 solar radii and derived solar wind 
velocities of the order of 500 km/s. Subsequent 
theoretical work by Noble and Scarf [1962] clarified 
the differences between Parker's and Chamberlain's 
approach to the problem. 

It has been argued, on the basis of cosmic radiation 
data [Ahluwalia and Dessler, 1962], and on theoretical 
considerations of the solar magnetic field [Axford, 
Dessler, and Gottlieb, 1963], that the solar wind 
velocity must be greater than 100 km/s. The 
Mariner II [Neugebauer and Snyder, 1962] and 
Explorer X [Bridge, Dilworth, Lazarus, Lyon, Rossi, 
and Scherb, 1961] plasma pro be results are in agree
ment with these findings and show that the extensive 
coronal heating assumed by Parker must more 
nearly represent the structure of the solar corona 
than Chamberlain's model. 

The solar wind strikes the geomagnetic field and 
deforms it. Approximate solutions have been ob
tained by Beard [1960 and 1962J for the case of a 
magnetic-field-free plasma striking a dipole magnetic 
field. Beard's method has been applied by Spreiter 
and Briggs [1962a]. However, they reduced the 
plasma pressure for elastic reflection by a factor 2, 
"under the mistaken impression that charge separa
tion in the boundary somehow alters the condition 
for conservation of momentum" [Parker, 1962]. 
This errol' was corrected in a subsequent publication 
[Spreiter and Briggs, 1962b]. A fundamentally 
different approach to the problem of the shape of the 
magnetosphere in the solar wind has been developed 
by Midgley and Davis [1902], but their results are 
not significantly different from that obtained by 
Beard, 01' Spreiter and Briggs. 

Recent co nsiderations by Kellogg [1962] (and 
simultaneously by Axford [1962], Canada) of the 
effect of the solar (i. e., interplanetary) magnetic 
field , which is imbedded in the solar wind, on the 
interaction between the solar wind and the magneto
sphere, casts doubt on the applicability of this 
previous work that neglected the interplanetary 
magnetic field. The effect of an interplanetary 
field in the solar plasma is to make the interplanetary 
medium capable of propagating hydromagnetic 
waves. The solar wind is supersonic relative to the 
interplanetary hydromagnetic wave velocity. Kel
logg and A:dord argue that there should be a stand
ing hydromagnetic shock wave in front of the 
m.agnetosphere. The presence of this shock, the 
compressed gas between the shock and the magneto
sphere (the magnetosheath) , and the interplfmetary 
magnetic field , make a reexamination of the bound
ary conditions governing the shape of the magneto
sphere imperative. 

It has been argued, from examination of ordinary 
surface magnetometer data [Dessler, 1961] and of 
satellite and space probe data [Dessler, 1962; 
Cahill and Amazeen, 1963] that the surface of the 
magnetosphere (the magnetopause) is stable. Some 
early experimental work was erroneously interpreted 
as indicating that the magnetopause was unstable 
and was generating hydromagnetic waves [Sonett, 
Smith, and Sims, 1960J. 

B 

SOLAR) -
WIND -1jI~ 

FiGURE 1 
Sketch illustmting the inte7'action of the soiaI' 
wind with the geomagnetic field [Dessle7' and 
Feje7', 1963] . 

The general configuration of the magnetosphere 
and shock wave as sketched in figure 1 (taken from 
a manuscript by Dessler and Fejer [1963]) is con
sisten t with nearly all experimental data and theo
retical ideas available thus far . 

3. Quiet-Day Ring Current 

Some nondipolar characteristics were detected in 
the earth's magnetic field near the apogee of Ex
plorer VI and these characteristics 'were apparently 
confu'lned by a few scattered data points from Pio
neer V. Unfortunately, t hese meaSlU'ements were 
inconectly interpreted as indicating t he presence of 
a large-scale, quiet-day, ring current [Sonett , Smith, 
and Sims, 1960; Sonett, Smith, Judge, and Coleman, 
1960; Smith, Coleman, Judge and Sonett, 1960] . 
Subsequent, definitive, Jnagnetometer data from Ex
plorer X [Heppner, Ness, Scearce, and Skillman, 
1963] and Explorer XII [Cahill and Amazeen, 1963] 
show that no such quiet-day ring current exists. 
There now seems to be SOlne agreement on this 
point between the various experimenters [Smith , 
1962]. However, it should be noted that any trapped 
radiation contributes to a ring current. Thus , the 
Van Allen radiation belt constitutes a (weak) ring 
Clll'rent [Dessler and Vestine, 1960]. 

Detailed calculations on the magnetic effects of 
trapped particles ring currents have been carried out. 
Some of t llese calculations set up model radiation 
belts to fit the nonexistent quiet-day ring current 
[Akasofu and Chapman, 1961; Akasofu , Cain, and 
Chapman, 1961]- these calculations, howe\"er, are 
still of value in that they illustrate the method for 
carrying out such calculations and gi \-e one an intui
ti\"e insight regarding t he magnetic effects of trapped 
particle belts. The presence of an intense flux of 
low-energy trapped protons in the outer zone of the 
Van Allen radiation belt was recently announced by 
Davis and Williamson [1962]. This observed trapped
radiation creates a ring current t hat has a small but 
significant effect on tbe earth's magnetic field . A 
calculation of the effect of this ring current has been 
carried out by Akasofu, Cain, and Chapman [1962]. 
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4. Geomagnetic Storm Effects 

A most striking cffect of magnet ic StOl'll1 S on thc 
magnetosp here has been disco \'ered by Cnl'pcn1. el' 
[1962a and 1962b]. E\~id e n cc fWlll whi tIer delay 
times indicates t hat during or imm ediately following 
intense Jlhl.g netic activity, g,,> 6, t he electron 
density in tile outer pftrt of t he mag n etosp l~ ere 
decreases by a factor of about 4. No pl~uslb~e 
explanations ha \'e been adyanced to account for t hIs 
phenomenon, 

Hydromagnetic concepts have been applied to the 
problems of t ile geomagnetic storm with rem!1rkable 
success considerilw the number of complicatmg 1'ea
tmes that h ave been generally ignored . Dessler , 
Francis , and Parker [1960] have offered a hydr?
magnetic model that can acco~U1t ~or the 1.to 6 mm 
sudden commencem ent (SO) n se t rlll e. WIlson and 
Sugiura [1961] ha\'e poin ted out t h,tt some of the 
world'wide fe~tt ure of the S O- pm·ticuhrly t he 1"e\"e1"se 
SO at hig h latit udes- can be explaill ed very s imply 
if the il11p ~l.ct of the interplanetm"y shock: on the 
magnetos phere (which init iates the SO) gener ates 
two counter-rotating, circulnrly polarized, hyd1"o
magnetic Wines. Tlte sense of rot~ttio n of t hese 
wayes e h ~wges ~tlong approxim<1,tely t he noOl:
midnig ht meridian. Tlte concept t llat t he SO IS 

propao'ated to the eart h's s urface by hydromagnetic 
waves"'has r ecci\"ed strong independent s upport from 
the obsernttions of a sudden increase in energetic 
particle rad iation outside t he IlHtgnetosp ilere, fC?l
lowed in a few minu tes by an SO [Hoffman , Dans, 
and Williamson, 1962] . The time delay is attributed 
to the hydromagnetic wa\TC propagation t illl e. 

The main phase or geomagnetic storms is usually 
assum.ed to be due to a rin g curren t formed by a belt 
of trapped protons, although ftt least one prominent 
worker belie \Tes t he trapped particles to be electrons 
[Singer, 1962]. No adequate m echanism for i~lj ec~ing 
energetic particles di rectly from the solar wmd into 
the magnetos phere l1<lS e\'er been put for t h ; also, 
there a~'e specifi c obj ections to such a process 
[Dessler, 1961 ; D essler , H~U1son , ftnd Parke!' , 1961]. 
An alternate m echanism has been suggested m w1ucb 
the main-phase proton ring current is created by 
hydromagnetic sbock-wa\"e ftccelenttion of the am
bient protons that constitute t he normal protono
sphere [Dessler, Hanson , and Parker , 1961; Kern, 
1952], 

One of the interesting features of the trapped 
proton ring current is that it is removed by charge
exchange collisions with atomic hydrogen in the 
geocoronft . Johnson has pointed out that the geo
corona must be more dense near sunspot minimum 
than sunspot maximum [Johnson, 1961] (by about a 
factor 3 at 4 BE). Therefore, if the ring current is 
removed by charge-exchange, the recovery time con
stant should b e about 3 times less at sunspot mini
mum than sunspot maximum. An analysis of mag
netogmms by Matsushita [1962] has given a result in 
agreem en t wi t h this prediction. 
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5. Short Period Transient Variations 

One of the most promising fields for future geo
ll1 itgnet ic r esearch is in the study of magnetic fluctua
tions wit h periods less than 10 min and gr eater than 
0.1 sec, The aim of this research is to understand 
how the magnetosphere oscillates and how charged 
particle and auroral effects contribute to shor t penod 
geomagnetic activity. 

A review and discussion of th e purely hydromag
netic aspects of this problem has been given by 
MacDonnld [1961]. In this p~1.per , MacDonald ha s, 
as have previous workers, neglec ted th e tr,m sfer of 
energy from one hyclromagnetie mode to another 
(mode mixing) . It is not know ll how Jll1porL,mt 
these nonline,u- coupling terms may be. . .. 

A difl'eren t approach to the problem of the ongll1 
of th e sbort per iod tr~),J1 si e nt variations is t hat they 
are du e Lo bun ches of tnlpped particles bouncing 
back }tnd forth in Lb e geo magnetic fi eld. Thi s idea 
has been most ac t i voly pursued by Campbell nnd 
coworkers [Camp bell , 1959 ; Campbell , 1960; Campbell 
] 961 ; Cam pbell and Leinba ch, ] 961 ; Campbell and 
Rees , 1961], and by Tepley and VVentworth [1962a 
and 1962b]. 

Other topics t hat have been co nsid ered nre lhe 
dissipation of hydromagnetic wave energy as a 
possible mechanism to provide energy for th? ,wrora 
[Dessier an d Hanson, 1961], the propagatlOn and 
di ss ipation of hydromagnetie wave energy in the 
lower ionosphere [Fejer, 1960 ; Francis ~\.I1d Karplu s, 
1960; Kal'plus Francis, and Dragt, ] 962], a nd ~h e sca t
tering of trapped rad iaLion by hydromagnetl c Wtl. ves 
[Dragt, 196] ; Wentzel, 1962]. 
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5. Theory of Radio and Hydromagnetic Wave Propagation 
In the Magnetosphere 

H. G. Booker 

A n u mbcr of in \'estiga,t ions 1m \ ' 0 been Jll ade bear
iug on t he guid an ce of radio , audio, and hych'omag
netic wa\'cs round t he lines of flu x of the ear th 's 
lllagnetic n.eld. R. L. Smit h [1960] h as examined the 
r adiat ion in a homogeneo us m agnetoplasm a from a 
point source of electrom agnetic waves iLt frequencies 
Jess th iLn t he electronic gyrofrequency. H e neglected 
t he efIect of ions and t he effect of pressure gradients. 
H e showed t lHtt t he radiat ion is confined to a cone 
t lHtt decreases from 90c to 11 ° as the wave frequency 
decreases from t he electroni c gyrofreq uoncy to 0.189 
t im es t he elect roni c gyr ofrequ ency. The co n ~ a ngle 
then in creases to 19°29' ItS t he freq uency tends to 
zero , but it must b e r emembered t hat n eglect of ions 
restricts the t heor y to freq Ll en cies large compltl'ed 
with t he ionic gyrofrequ ency. 

In a different fr equ ency ra nge t he saill e problem 
has been treated by G . .Ma,cD onald [1961] . Mac
Donald ineludos t he eff ect of ions and t he effect of 
press ure gradients, but 111 akes t he usual ':vrHD 
approximations t hat r estrict his analys is to fr e
quencies sm aJl compared with t he ionic gyrofre
quellcy. His analysis in corpor ates t he aco llstic 
wa \"e in addit ion to t he ordin ary a nd extr aordinary 
Wiwes. H e refers to t hese three W<l,\"OS as a pressure 
W<1\' e, a I"(wticity wave }wd iL tnLnS\"erse wrLYe. H e 
Yerifies the usu}Ll MHD r es ult t hat t ile vor t icity 
w,we is propagated one-dimensionally along the 
Jines of flux of t he imposed m agnetic field . It s li ould 
be noted , h owe\'er , t luott t his m eans t hat a point 
source r adiatin g t lte vor ticity mode does so in }L COlle 
around the direction of the magnetic field lwd that 
the angle of t his con e tends to z~ero as t he freq uency 
tends to zero. ::\'LLcDonald t hen m odifies t lte t heory 
to include t ho effect of a gravitational field , main
taining t he waye frequency small compared wit h t Jl e 
ionic gyrofreq uen cy. H e shows t hat t he pre\'jously 
nondispersiye .MHD waves are now dispersive. The 
dispersion is int imately associated with the resonant 
frequency of tL horizontal shtb of plasma subj ect to 
yertieal displacemen t in an isothermal atmosphere. 
·When the slab is displaced downwards, buoyan('y 
predomin ates and tends to restor e it, whereas when 
the slab is displaced upwards, gravity predominates 
and tends to restore it. The peri od of oscillation 
"aries from ten minutes low in t he JIHtgnetosphere to 
more thltn a day far out in t lte Jll}Lg netosphere , iLnd 
the corresponding fr equency plays ~tn important part 
ill the dispersion p henomena. Special atte ntion is 
paid to the cases where t he Jlmgnetic field is either 
parall el to the gnw itationfLl fteld , or perpendicular to 
it. 

Using the ray theory of propagation in <t doubl.IT 
refracting medium, 1. Yabrofl' [1961] has c,tlculatecl 
ray paths in t h e magnetosphere at a number of 
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whistler frequencies for several model magneto
spheres. In each case it was assumed that the ray 
starts vertically upwards into the magnetosph ere. 
The rays show significan t tendency to follow the 
direction of t he earth 's magnetic fi eld, but importan t 
dep lU"tures occur. While th e my often r eturns t o t he 
surface of the earth in the opposite h emisphere, there 
is significant liLck of symm etry about the equatorial 
pla ne. Furthermore, when the r<Ly returns to low 
levels in the magnetospher e, the direct ion of phase 
pl'opagation is often r <tdically difl'erent from vertiCil], 
with the r esult t hat r eflected en ergy would not e\Ten 
ttpproximately r eturn along the same path . The 
conclusion is that field-'Llin ed columns of ionizat ion 
ftl"O req u ired to expla in th e r emarkabl e ec hoing prop
erties of whistlers and th e lac k of divergence fre
q uentlyobserved . 

The m y th eory of whistler tra ppiJlg in field-alin ed 
columns of enJIl111ced ionization has beell studied by 
H . J ~. Smith , R A. H elliwell, and 1. W. Yabroff [19601 
a,nd by R L. Smith [196]] . They consider n uniform 
Ill agnet ic fi eld with ]10 v,trilttion or electron density 
along t he Jil ltgnetic field bu L with an appropriate 
varj,ttion of electron density tmns verse to the mag
n OLic field. This variation has n m,Lximum along 11 

particular line of flu x }wc\ JaIls off sideways from this 
lill e t o a uniform vtLlu e at large distances. A n1y 
crossing th e line of nmximum electron density at iLll 
Iw g le eo can be r efracted in such a way as to follow 
a sinuous path abo ut this lin e of flu x. To achieve 
such trapping 1'0 1' a g iven valu e of eo <\n.d for a given 
freq uency less than the electronic gyrofrequency iL 
cer tain minimum vIllu e is required for the fntctional 
excess of th e maxilllum electron density over the 
b,tckgfO und valu e. This elllmnce lll en t is calcula ted 
as a function of eo and as a function of freq uency for 
all fr equencies less tll<Ln the electronic gyro(requency 
(neglec ting the effect of ions) . Only small enh ance
ments are required for small values of eo. 

R. M. Gallet and W . F . U tlaut [1961] have appJied 
th e ray theory of trapping by field-alined ionizat ion 
in the magnetosphere in connection with experiments 
they h ave carried out /Lt a frequency somewhat above 
th e pen etration frequency of the ionosphere. Th e 
experiment used a modified oblique-incidence iono
spheric so under operating at 13.7 l\1c/s in geo mag
net ic latitude 50.2°. The obj ective of the experim ent 
was to see whether it is poss ible for a fielcl-alined d uct 
in t he magnetospher e to g uid e HF waves fro m on e 
hemisphere to the other and back. For var ious 
t im e-intervals stretching over a period of several 
months echoes were in fad obtained at l'ItJlges vary
ing from 20,000 to 27,600 km. Jt has been cleb<Lted 
wlle th er th ese echoes were obtained by propagation 
through ducts in th e m/Lgnetosph er e or by round-the-



world propagation between the earth and the 
ionosphere. The present conclusion is that a more 
definitive experiment is required. 

As an alternative to the ray theory of propao'ation 
by field-alined irregularities in the magneto;phere 
u,se m:;ty be made C?f th~ wave-guide mode theory. 
1 here IS a close relatIOnshIp between the two theories. 
However, the ray theory assumes that there is a 
large number of wave-guide modes trapped in the 
du ct so that the crossing waves associated with all 
these modes constitute a substantially continuous 
c1ngular spectrum. of waves. The mode theory not 
only permits consideration oJ a situation in which 
only one or two modes are trapped in the duct but 
even permits consideration of a situation in \~hich 
all modes leak from the duct. If one is searchino' 
for the minimum requiremen ts for trapping, it i~ 
the mode theory that is required. The mode theory 
has been applied by Booker [1962] to a situation 
involving a discontinuity of ionization density at a 
sUl'('ace formed by rotating a particular line of mag
netic flux round the magnetic axis of the earth. Such 
a surface of discontinuity can form what is known 
in fl,coustics as a whispering gallery. Another ex
ample of an electromagnetic whispering gallery 
occurs at the surface of the earth under conditions 
of tropospheric duct propagation. It is the mode 
theory of tropospheric duct propagation [Booker and 
Walkinshaw, 1946] that Booker has adapted for 
study of magnetospheric duct propagation. A calcu
lation is made of the smallest fractional chano'e of 
. '" . b 
1011IZatIOn denSity at the assumed magnetospheric 
surface of discontinuity required to avoid serious 
leakage of the lowest wave-guide mode. This is 
done by insuring that the mode involves incidence 
upon the interface at an angle more glancino· than 
the critical angle for total internalrefiection~ The 
track width of the mode is calculated as in the case 
of tropospheric duct propagation. From this in
formation it is possible to estimate not only the 
m1l11mUm strength of field-alined irreO'ularities re
quired to guide electromagnetic wave; around the 
lines of flux of the earth's magnetic field but also the 
minimum transverse scale for which the o'uidin o' is 
effective. It is for magnetospheric ducts wl~ose 
width is large compared with the track width calcu
lated for the lowest mode that ray theory is 
ap plict1ble. . 

Booker has assumed that propagation in a mao'

lletospheric duct is sufficiently close to the directi~l 
of the magnetic field that the longitudinal approxima
tIOn to the magneto-ionic theory may be used. 
However, he has included the effect of ions so that 
calculations can be made for the ordinary' and ex
traordinary waves over the entire range of frequencies 
from radio, through audio, to hydromagnetic fre
quencies. For longitudinal propagation there is an 
?uter zone of propagation in the magnetosphere that, 
1ll th~ HF band, corresponds . to propagation on the 
top ~lde .of the ionospher.e. This outer zone of prop
agatIOn I S pushed steadIly outwards throuo'h the 
magnetosphere to indefinitely large distance~ from 
the earth as the frequency is decreased. For fre-

q uencies less than the electronic gyrofrequency at 
ionospheric levels, there is also all inner zone of 
propagation for the wave whose polarization is 
righthanded about the direction of the earth's 
magnetic field. This inner zone is the region where 
the electronic gyrofrequency exceeds the flxed wave 
frequency under consideration. ] t is in the inner 
zone for propagation for the righthand wave that 
whistler propagation takes place. At frequencies 
less than the ionic gyrofrequency at ionspheric levels 
there is an inner zone of propagation for the wav~ 
whose polarization is lefthanded about the direction 
of the earth's magnetic field. This is the reo'ion 
where the ionic gyrofrequency exceeds the fi,\:ecl 
wave frequency under consideration . It is in this 
inner zone of propagation for the lefthand wave 
that the propagation of both waves tends to that 
discussed by Alfven [1953]. At hydromagnetic and 
audio frequencies we are usually discussing propaO'a
tion in the inner zone, whereas in the HF band ab;ve 
the ionosphere we are discussing propagation in the 
outer zone. 

Booker shows that, for a given line of flux of the 
earth's magnetic field , there are about five decade 
of frequency over which guidance is possible for 
comparatively small fractional chfl,nges of ionization 
density transverse to the magnetic field. This 
frequency range slides down in frequency by about 
three decades as one moves from low to high lati tude 
Ii nes. Guidance disappears at sufficiently high 
radiofreq uencies because the magnetosphere then 
behaves substantially like free space. Guidance 
disappears at sufficiently low hydromagnetie fre
quencies because the transverse scale of the guiding 
structure required is too large to be accommodated 
in the magnetosphere. Guiding is unlikely much 
above 10 Mc/s or much below 1 cis. 

M . S. V. Gopal Rao and H. G. Booker [1963] have 
applied ray theory to examine under what circum
stances a wave propagating along an inhomogeneous 
magnetic field in an inhomogeneous plasma has the 
ray curvature necessary to follow the magnetic field. 
In general , a gradient of ionization density trans
verse to the magnetic field is required to achieve 
this condition, and they calculate the necessary 
gradient over a wide range of Wfl,ye frequency and 
plasma frequeney. 
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6. Whistlers 
D. 1. Carpenter 

1. Field Operations 

Field operations included continued synoptic 
recordin gs of whistlers, as well as an increasing num
ber of relatively specialized studies. The two 
principal synoptic programs are the Whistlers-'West 
networ]" [Helliwell and Carpenter, 1961 , 1962a], 
operated by Stanford University, and the Whistlers
East network [Laaspere, Morgan, and Johnson, 1962], 
operated by Dartmouth College. 

A new VLF research facility has been installed on 
the research ship Eltanin. Under the direction of 
Stanford Universi t.\-, th is new facility includes broad 
and mHTOW band receiving equipment, as well as a 
Rayspan real-Lime specLrum fwalyzer. Th e ship , a 
converted tntnsport operated [or the National 
Science Foundation b.\' the U .S. Navy, began its 
activities in May 1962, and hlts operated extensively 
in the vicini tv of South Americ<t and in AnLarctic 
waters. N mv results include middle-Iati tude whis
tlers recorded at the geo magnetic equlttor, iono
spheric noise Lriggered by ft Navy VLF tmnsmitter, 
and data on whisLler occurrence rlttes over a wide 
range of latiLudes . 

The u se or an ishwd as a natuml VLF transmitting 
antenna was suggested by :Morgan [1960]. D ecep
tion Island, located near Antarctica in the South 
Shetlands at 60.5°\lV, 63 °S (geographic), was found 
to be an attractive possibility, both because of its 
location in a region of high whistler activity and 
because its co nfiguration ltpproximates that or a 
half-wave slot reso nan t near 5 kc/s. An experi
mental progmm to determine feasibility of operating 
such an itntenna has been initiated. 

N. Brice co nducted an airlifted VLF survev in 
the Antarctic along a route extending from. the lHtse 
of the Palmer peninsullt to the dip pole. The 
principal objective was to study geomagnetic control 
of VLF emission activity. Well-defined, high
latitude whistler traces were recorded in December 
1961 near the present Eights station (75.2°S, 77.2°W 
geographic), thus suggesting the possibility of useful 
high-latitude whistler observations in the Antarctic 
during the austral summer (private communication). 

The Stanford group has recently experimented with 
mobile recording units installed on trailers loaned 
by the U.S. Navy. These units have been used for 
whistler-mode recordings and for field-strength 
studies of the direct signal from N,wy transmitters. 
The equipment has been found adaptable to many 
specialized purposes, including spaced-station studies 
for comparison with data recorded at fixed sites , 
direction finding by means of switching between 
east-west and north-so uth loops, and operation at 
the nort]lCrl1 hemisphere conj ugate of various sta
tions in the southern hemisphere. 

Generally speaking, the trend in field operations 

is toward bro,tder frequency range, improvided cal
IbratIOn and control of equipment, more extensive 
da kt reduction in the field, and greater flexibi lity of 
schedules for the fulftllm ent of speciitl ll eeds such 
as for continuous recordings during a m,{gnetic 
storm. 

2. Methods of Spectrum Analysis 

A significant ad vance in the arelt of specLnnn 
analysis was the adaptation of the "Raysp,m" 
filt er unit to the routine production of spectro
grams in real time [Helliwell et al. , 1961] . The new 
system, incorpol't),ting commel'cially-ltvltilable com
ponents, employs a ca ill era and oscilloscope ,wd 
pr(:)\Tid es a variety of time and frequency scales. 
Pnor to the development of this de \Tice, it was neces
sary . to employ a relatively slow method using the 
well-known Sonltgraph. With the new technique, 
records can be produced at 300 times the speed of the 
SOl~agraph . . As a l'esulL it h<1S been possible greatly 
to lllCl'eaSe Lhe rate of product ion of useful whistler 
,),nd VLF emission data. 

3 . Methods of Scaling Whistlers 

A new method of scaling frequency and tmveltime 
at .the whistler nose, (fn, tn), was developed by 
SmIth and Carpenter [1961]. The method is es
sen tiallyan extrapolation technique, and was found 
to be of particular value in the case of middle-lati
tude whistlers whose observable range of frequenc ies 
does not extend above so me fraction of the nose 
frequency. The new method increased by at le,)'st 
an order of magnitude the number of middle-lati
tude whistlers from which information on electron 
density as a function of position in the magnetosphere 
can be derived. (From whistler theory it is known 
that the value of nose frequency for a whistler trace 
defines the approximate whistler path latitude, 
and that traveltime ltt the nose is proportional to 
the integral of the sq uare root of the electron density 
along the path.) 

Experimental error in scaling (fn, t ,,) was investi
gated by Carpenter [1962aJ. It was found that the 
extrapolation method provides information on elec
tron-density level and on geocentric distance at the 
top of the pltth that is comparable in accuracy with 
the information obtained from direct observat ion of 
nose trace. For (fn, tn) studies, it was found thltt 
the errol' in measuring whistler traveltime is usually 
so mewhat less than 1 percent. On this bltsis and 
for either directly scaled 01' extrapolated vah;es of 
(jn, t n), the 50-percent scaling . errol' in geocentric 
distance at the top of the path was found to b e 
± 0.15 RE in ~), typical C,1se. The corresponding 
enol' in relative electron-density level was found to 
be ± 8 percent. 
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4 . Electron Density Studies 

The electron-density profile in the magnetosphere 
was investigated by Pope [1961 , 1962]. He analyzed 
several nose whistlers recorded at College Alaska 
on March 19, 1959. The traces scaled were'found t~ 
represent paths extending from about 4 to 5.5 eltrth 
radii (geocentric distance) in the geomagnetic 
equatorial plane. It was found that the data were 
most consistent with an electron-density model 
proposed earlier by Johnson [1959], and it was con
cluded that the density profile derived from the 
data could be expressed as 

N = (2580/R 3) exp (3 .03/R ) 

where N is the number density of electrons/cm3 and 
R is the distance from the earth's center in earth 
radii. 

Carpenter [1962b] studied some of the variations 
in electron density with time along paths extendincr 
to 2 to 4 earth radii in the geomagnetic equatorial 
plane. He used Un' tn) data from whistlers re
corded primarily at Stanford, (43.7° N , 298.4° E 
geomagnetic) and Seattle (53.6° N, 294.4° E geo
n:ag~etic) . It was found that the solar-cycle varia
tlOn IS small, amounting to a reduction from early 
1958 to early 1961 by about 20 to 25 percent. On 
this. basis it. was estimated that, at the forthcoming 
mUlllnum of the sunspot cycle, the 12-month average 
density will be reduced from 1958 levels by about 30 
to 40 percent. This is a much smaller reduction 
tha.n is observed at the maximum of the F region. 
EVidence was found that the solar-cycle variation is 
most pronounced when examined near the December 
solstice, and that the variation from year to year 
near the June solstice is relatively small. 

The annual variation [Smith, 1960' Helliwell 
1961] is known to exhibit a maximu~ near th~ 
December solstice and a minimum near the June sol
stice. Carpenter [1962b] extended the earlier studies, 
and found that the annual variation is a persistent 
phenomenon, with an amplitude that diminishes 
with decreasing solar activity. In 1958 the averacre 
June density level was reduced by about 35 perce~t 
from the January value, while in 1961 the correspond
ing figure was about 20 percent. 

The explanation of the annual variation has not 
yet been found. Carpenter inferred from his in
vestigations that the amplitude and phase of the 
variation do not vary substantially with longitude. 
If thi~ is in fact so, the variation probably cannot be 
explamed on the basis of localized effects, such as 
the annual variation in geomagnetic latitude of the 
subsolar point at a particular geomagnetic longitude. 
Helliwell [1961] pointed out that if this geomagnetic 
asymmetry is the controlling factor, then the annual 
variation in electron density should reverse in phase 
in the eastern hemisphere of the earth. 

Magnetic storm effects were investigated by 
Carpenter [1962a, b, c]. Using the new extrapolation 
technique of scaling Un, tn), he found that traveltime 
at the whistler nose often decreased during the 72-hr 

period following a 3-hr l{p value of 6 or grea ter. It 
was concluded from the analysis that in the O'eo-. , b 

centnc ran~e 2 to 4 earth radii, electron-density 
levels are often depressed by 15 to 20 percent dminO" 
the later phases of a magnetic storm. During som~ 
severe storms, levels may be depressed by as much 
as a factor of 10. 
. A new phenomenon reported by Carpenter [1963aJ 
IS the presence o.f ~ "~me~" in the equatorial profile 
of magnetosphenc 1011IZatlOn. At some point in the 
profile the electron density drops rapidly until it 
reaches a level that m.ay be reduced by a factor of 
about 6 from t~e normal l ~vel. It was suggested 
that the knee eXIsts at all times and that it moves 
inw:ard with increa~in~ magneti~ activity. During 
periods preced~(~ wlthm 72 hI' by severe magnetic 
storms, the pOSitIOn of the knee tends to fall between 
about 2.5 and 3.5 RE (geocentric distance in the 
geomagnetic equatorial plane) . The correspondincr 
range for moderately disturbed conditions is about 
3 to 4.5 R E. It was found that knee whistlers 
account for a substantial number of observations of 
deep density depressions during magnetically dis
turbed periods. 
T~e Dar~m?uth workers s~udie.d magnetosph.eric 

denSity vanatlOn by means of whJStler observatlOns 
begun in .1957 at Port Lockroy (53 .4 °S, 3.9 °E 
geOl:nagnet~c) [G?mez, Morgan, and Laaspere, 1962J. 
WhIstler disperSIOn was scaled at frequencies below 
5 kc/s. For the month of June 1958, it was found 
that dispersion falls some 10 percent during th e 
afternoon and evening to a minimum value at 0100 
local time, and this value is then main tained un til 
0500. Data for September 1958 supported the 
existence of a stable dispersion value between 0200 
and 0400 local time. Data from this restricted range 
of hours were then used to obtain monthly dispersion 
values representing the periods N ove111 bel' 1957 to 
October 1958 and November 1960 to October 1961. 
A. large annual variation was found in both years, 
WIth the same phase as that found for the Whistlers
West network by Smith [1960] and Helliwell [1961]. 
The. relative magnitude of the variation was ap
proXimately the same as that observed at Stanford 
[Carpenter, 1962b]. Thus, the Port Lockroy results 
provided independent evidence that the annual 
variation is a world wide effect. 

The Dartmouth investigation also confirmed that 
the principal solar-cycle variation in whistler dis
persion takes place near the December solstice 
Over the 3-yr interval from 1957- 58 to 1960- 61 
relatively little change in whistler dispersion at th~ 
June- July minimum wa.s found. It was pointed ou t 
that, in ~ontrast t? this pattern, the air density 
decluc~d from ~atelhte drag shows a secular cha.nge 
which IS approximately the same throughou t the year. 

5 . Propagation of Whistlers 

Prope rties of the Source 

A strong whistler excited by the high-altitude 
(400 km ) nuclear explosion Starfish Prime was 
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studied by Helliwell and Carpenter [1962b] . (See 
also Allcock et aI., [1963]. ) The Lipper cutoff 
frequency of the shot whistler was found to be ,l,bout 
32 kc/s, as compared to about 10 kc/s [or a strong 
natural whistler traveling prior to sho t time in the 
same magnetospheric paths. The difference ill the 
upper cutoil rrequen cies of these whistlers was 
attributed to corresponding differences in the 
amplitude spectra, of their respective sources. 

Spectrum analysis of the impulse which propagated 
in the ear t h-ionosphere waveguide from the Starfish 
Prime shot at Johnston Island to Wellington, New 
Zealand revealed no dispersion other than that 
attributable to the earth-ionosphere waveguide . 
It was concluded that the electromagnetic impulse 
produced by the explosion was created below the 
ionosphere, and not at the 400 km altitude of the shot. 

Propaga tion in the Earth-Ionosphere Waveguide 

A study of propagation in the earth-ionosphere 
waveguide at VLF was rna,de by Crary [1 961]. The 
work was based on a sharp-boundary model of the 
ionosphere and included a r ay-theory calculation of 
the in tensiLy, polarization , and direction of ani val 
of VLF walres originating in the ionosphere and 
received on t he ground. In this study it was dis
covered th at t he apparent polarization of a received 
whistler co uld in fact be r eversed in the ear th
ionosphere waveguide because of the anisotropy of 
the ionosphere. This result led to an explanation of 
previously puzzling polarization measurements of 
whistlers. Experimental studies of the direction of 
arrival and polarization of whistlers ha,d indicated 
that, although the whistler polarization was often 
circular and of the right sense, it was frequently 
linear and elTen of reverse sense. The new theory 
offered a plausible explanation for this anomaly . 
Crary also computed the variation of field strength 
along the ground for a wave generated in the iono
sphere. For a 5-kc/s wave, and for summer-night 
ionospheric conditions over sea water, his results 
may very roughly be approximated by assuming a 
rate of loss of 13 db per 1000 km in the first 3000 km, 
and 3 db p er 1000 km in the region 3000 to 12000 km 
from the subexit point. In connection with these 
same studies, efforts were made to determine experi
mentally the direction of arrival of whistlers. A 
goniometer system with "sense" was developed and 
applied to a number of whistlers. Although the 
results were consistent with the basic theory of 
whistlers, they were not considered conclusive be
cause of the large errors inherent ill the technique. 

Coupling Theory 

Certain aspects of the coupling of whistlers be
tween the ear th-ionosphere waveguide and the 
ionosphere were investigated theoretically by Helli
well [1962a]. He considered the condi tions under 
which whistlers would cross the boundary and be 
trapped in a given field-alined column of ionization, 
and secondly, the problem of the exit of the whistler 

from such a colunm. This first-order coupling 
t lleory showed that coupling into and out of whistler 
ducts was most fa lTorable when the transmitter (or 
rccei I'er) was located on the high-laLitude sidc of the 
whistler duct. ExperimenLal confirmation of this 
t~ lt eory was found in synoptic whistler data from 
different latitudes. 

Discrete Path Theory 

The whistlers excited by five nuclear explosions 
were studied by H elliwell an d Carpent cr l1962b]. 
It was found that the observed frequency-vers us
time curve of the whistlers is determul ed by t he 
location and properties of the patll , and no t the 
location of the source or receiver. Transequatorifll 
excitation of whistler paths was found to occur, 
lendin g support to the con cept of the hybrid whistler 
[Helliwell, 1959]. 

The propagation chal'fl.cteristics of whistlers 
tmpped in field-alin ed columns of enhanced ioniza
tion were illvestigftted by Sm ith [1961aJ . The ex
per imen tal whistler eviden ce for the existen ce of 
such colum ns or ducts was discussed. Calcuhtions 
of the average group-ray velocity or ,t tmpped 
whistler were made, and it was found that the 
propagation velocity may be closely approximated 
by assumin g that the en ergy travels alon g the ion 
ization maximum, with the wave normals alul ed 
with the magnetic field. A cutoff frequency of 
approximately one-half the minimum gyrofrequency 
was predicted for whistlers prop,tgating in ducts. 

Dispersion Theory 

The rrequency-versus-tim e curve of whistlers prop
agating Oll field-alined paths was investigated theo
retically by Smith [1960, 1961b]. It was found that 
when t he dispersion curve is normalized to the nose 
frequency and traveltime at the nose, the shape of 
the curve is only weakly depen den t upon both the 
choi ce of a model 0[" ionization distribution an d 
upon the path latitude. 

Absorption in the Ionosphere 

Absorption losses within the ionosphere were com
puted by Helliwell and Dunckel [1963]. For whistler 
frequencies, they made the assumptions that the 
effects of ions are negligible, that the quasi-Iongi
tudinaJ approximation [Ratcliffe, 1959] is valid, and, 
drawing on the work of Altman and Cory [1962a, b], 
that reflections are in significant. The absorption 
rate was then shown to be greatest in the D region, 
where the major source of loss is electron-n eutrfl.l 
collisions. In addition , a minor absorption peak in 
the F region was found to occur as a r esul t of 
electron-ion collisions. The total absorp tion inte
grated tlll"ough t he region 60 to 200 km ill altitude 
was found to be abou t 10 db Jor noon and about 
2 db for midnight at 55° geomagnetic la,titude. 
Under polar blackou t conditions t he absorption 
increased to 44 db. (The values must be doubled 
for two passages through the lower ionosphere.) 
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These figures were then used to explain the large 
diurnal variation of whistler occurrence noted at 
middle latitudes, as well as the total disappearance 
of VLF signals during polar blackouts. 

Landau Damping of Whistlers 

Scarf [1962] investigated the thermal damping of 
whistlers using the small amplitude solutions to the 
coupled Boltzmann-Maxwell equations. It was 
found that the damping is associated with cyclotron 
resonance for a fraction of the electrons in the 
magnetosphere, and that the resultant attenuation 
provides a sharp cutoff at 0.5 to 0.7 of the minimum 
cyclotron frequency along the path. The correla
tion of whistler data with the derived complex 
dispersion relation was used to evaluate electron 
temperatures at several earth radii; a specific numeri
cal example gave T~105 oK at R = 4 RE (geocentric). 
The thermal analysis was applied by Liemohn and 
Scarf [1962a] to data supplied by Pope, and the 
most reasonable results for the effective density and 
temperature at R/R[ ..... ' (4- 4. 5) appeared to be 
N '"'-'(200- 700) electrons/cm3 and T'"'-'2.5 X 105 oK. 
In another paper, Liemohn and Scarf [1962b] 
examined the thermal attenuation of whistlers, 
assuming, for simplicity of analysis, that the elec
tron component has a velocity distribution of the 
(Cauchy) form ,.....,(v2+ a2)- 3, which corresponds to 
an energy dependence of E - 2.5 when Ivl> >a (a being 
the rms velocity). It was pointed out that the 
exact shape of the distribution and the concept of 
temperature are only relevant in the sense that they 
give the fraction of the electrons that participate in 
the damping interaction at the Doppler-shifted 
phase velocity. For a total density of 200 elec
trons/cm3 at R'"'-'4 RE , the thermal attenuation 
mechanism was found to predict an electron flux of 
,.....,4 X 105 electrons/cm2 sec ev for energies near 
250 ev. 

Occurrence of Whistlers 

Whistler occurrence data covering five years of 
() bserva tions in the Whistlers-East network and at 
a number of other stations were analyzed statisti
cally by Laaspere, Morgan, and Johnson [1962]. 
It was found that most diurnal whistler curves can 
be considered to be variations of one basic form 
which shows three peaks superimposed on a broad 
nighttime maximum. These peaks are located at 
about 2000, 2400, and 0400 hI' local time. Some 
stations may also show high activity in local summer 
at about 1800 or 0600 hr. 

The shape of the diurnal curves of whistler activity 
was found to be closely connected with the local 
'season at the point of observation. The diurnal 
variation of thunderstorm activity was found to be 
·of minor importance in determining the shape of the 
whistler curve. It was concluded that propagation 
effects of whistler-mode signals, including absorption 
in the D region, probably determine both the main 
s hape and much of the detail of the diurnal whistler 
c urves. 

Whistler Propagation in the Remote Magneto
sphere 

Extensive spectral analysis of records from Byrd 
Station in the Antarctic (70.5 ° S geomagnetic) re
vealed that whistlers frequently propagate along 
paths with minimum gyrofrequency ranging as low 
as 60 gamma [Carpenter, 1963b]. (For an undis
torted dipole field, this lower limit corresponds to 
R~8 R E , where R is geocentric distance in earth 
radii in the geomagnetic equatorial plane.) It was 
found that for observations at Byrd during the 
June- August period, high latitude whistlers are more 
frequently observed when the field lines terminating 
near Byrd are on the sunlit side of the earth. It was 
concluded that the new data can be used to extend 
present studies of electron density to greater heights, 
and to support a new line of investigation of geo
magnetism in the remote magnetosphere. 

Characteristics of Whistler Spectra 

An atlas of whistlers and VLF emissions and a 
survey of VLF spectra from Boulder, Colo. ,vere pre
pared by Jones et aI., [1963]. The work included 
samples of whistlers, examples of interactions between 
whistlers and emissions, illustrat ions of whistler and 
emmission activity during mttgnetically disturbed 
periods, and a synoptic survey of the period March 
through June 1957. 

6. Fixed-Frequency Experiments 

Whistler-mode echoes from U.S. Navy fixed-fre
quency transmitters operating in the range from 
14.7 kc/s (NAA) to 22.3 kc/s (NSS) have been under 
investigation for several years. In 1959 the Stanford 
group inaugurated a program of narrowband obser
vations at stations in North America, South America, 
New Zealand, and the Antarctic, based on pro
grammed transmissions from NPG, NSS, KP1/I , and 
NAA. Among the reported results [Helliwell, 
Katsufrakis, and Carpenter, 1962] are the following : 

a. The whistler-mode echoes from pulse transmis
sions may be associated with a single path, or with 
several paths. They may be shorter or longer in 
duration than the transmitted pulse. Individual 
echoes may show large variation in amplitude as 
well as deep fading over a series of pulse periods . 

b. The day-to-night and seasonal variations in 
echo activity are explained mainly in terms of ab
sorption of the wave as it passes through the lower 
ionosphere. Systematic variations of activity dur
ing the hours of darkness are thought to be relat ed 
to ducting and F-region ionization gradients. 

c. From the dimnal and seasonal variations of 
echo activity, it is concluded that whistler-mode sig
nals reach high-latitude stations, such as Byrd, by 
traveling in the earth-ionosphere waveguide after 
exiting at middle latitudes. 

d. From echo activity data it is deduced that the 
two-hop echoes studied in the experiment must have 
passed through the D region at both ends of the path. 
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e. Day -to-day whistler - mode activity va ri es 
widely, suggesting that activity is controlled either 
by the trapping ability of the magnetospheric ducts 
or by the horizontal gradients of ionization in the 
F region. 

f . Frequent absence of whistlers when fixed-fre
quency activity is high confn'ms the expectation 
that the day-to-day variation in whistler rate is 
affected significantly by thunderstorm activity. 

g. The observation of whistlers when no fixed
frequency echoes are observed suggests the presence 
of a variable high-frequency cutoff in whistler-mode 
propagation. 

h . Periodic deep fading of whistler-mode echoes 
shows periods in the range of 20 to 60 sec. The 
fading is attributed to beating between two echoes 
of comparable intensity and of nearly the same 
group delay. Systematic variations in the relative 
electron content along the two paths are suggested 
as the cause. 

i. Group delays are closely r elated to the geomag
netic lati tude of the receiving station, with the 
higher-latitude stations observing the higher aver
age delays . However, stations at high latitudes 
often observe low-latitude paths, whereas low-lati
tude stations seldom observe high-latitude paths. 
This is in terpreted to mean that, after inj ection in to 
the earth-ionosphere waveguide, the whistler-mode 
echoes travel mainly in the direcLion of the geomag
netic pole. It is concluded that, for best whistler
mode transmission, the receiver and transmitter 
should be located on the high-latitude sides of the 
magnetospheric duct. 

j. Group delays are reduced during magnetic 
storms and are lower in J une than in D ecember, 
which is in accord with whisller data. 

l\:. The correlation of group delay as well as echo 
occurrence at spaced stations is generally poor ex
cept when the stations are closely spaced, or when 
one station is close to the conjugate point of the 
other. 

A study of two-hop echoes from station NPG 
(l S.6 kc/s, located near Seattle, Washington) was 
made by Willard [1961, 1962]. He found a peak in 
echo activity in the early morning hours and a 
secondary peak in the evening. It was found that 
successive echoes can vary substantially in strength 
and that individual echoes can contain large ampli
tude fluctuations. Interference between paths with 
slightly different delay times was advanced as a 
possible explanation of these variations. It was also 
observed that a VLF transmitter may excite whistler 
ducts 80111.e distance from its antenna. Willard made 
a two-station study at Seattle, IiVash., and at Ash
land, Oreg. (about 500 km sou th of Seattle), and 
found that the stronger echoes are usually heard at 
both stations. The delay and time-of-occurrence 
statistics were somewhat similar, but the higher 
latitude station received a signiflcant number of 
short delays as well as an expected number of longer 
delays. 

An FM experiment using NPG was initiated by 
the Stanford group. Th e purpose of the experiment 
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was to increase the sensitivity of con trolled whistler
mode propagation studies, and in particular to pro
vide for improved discrimination between separate 
whistler-mode paths. The KPG transmitter, nomi
nally at l S.60 kc/s, was swept linearly over a 2-sec 
in terval from 1 .65 kc/s to 18.55 kc/s. As a resul t of 
whistler-mode echoin g, the received signal was 
expected to contain several discrete difference
frequency components in t he scven11-c/s range, 
corresponding to one or more whistler-mode paths. 
The experiment produced positive results, which 
will be reported in detail at a later date. 

7. Satellite Studies 

Vanguard III 

The Vanguard III satelli te (1959 Etc1) used tbe 
sensing coil of a proton precession magnetometer to 
detect the first whistlers observed at ionospheric 
heights. A preliminary examination or abou t 100 
of a total of 4,000 magnetometer transmissions was 
reported by a NASA group at the Goddard Space 
Flight Cen ter, Greenbelt, Md. [Cain et aI. , 1961]. 
A preliminary analysis was given for about 100 
whistlers observed between Sep tember IS and 
D ecember 12, 1959, at low latitudes over th e altitude 
range 510 to 3750 km. About 90 percent of the 
whistlers were observed between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m. 
local time, indicating that absorption by the iono
sphere was low at night. The intensity of the I-l 
component of the whistlers was estimated to lie 
mostly between 0.01 and 0.5 gamma, occasionally 
exceeding 1 gamma. It was found that 60 percent 
of the whistlers examined occurred during 25 da~'s 
of magnetic disturbance (ou t of a total of S5 d a~·s). 
From the occurrence statistics it was inferred that 
the ionization becomes m.ore field-aEned during a 
magnetic disturbance. 

LoftiI 

Lofti I 0961 Eta) was a Navy satelli te designed 
to study VLF radio penetr ation of the ionosphere 
at 18.0 k c/s. It was launched into a roughly 
equatorial orbit on February 21, 1961 , and func
tioned for 36 days . The orbit was elliptical with cm 
apogee of 960 lull. and perigee of 166 km. A launch
sequence malfunction restricted and modified tbe 
planned experiment, but the magnetic loop r eceiving 
system was fully operable. 

Interim results on the Lofti I experiment were 
reported by a group at the U.S . Naval R esearch 
Laboratory in Washington, D.C. [Leiphart et a1. 
1962] . Strong signals were received in the ionosphere 
from 18-kc/s transmitters NBA (P anama) and NPG 
(Seattle, W asbington ). The signals were attenuated 
less at night and were observed as far away as 
Australia, 16,000 km from the transmitter. The 
data (not yet complete) on signal intensity of IS-kc/s 
pulses from NBA indicated that 50 percent of the 
time the magnetic field intensity of the VLF wave 
is r educed less than 13 db at night and less than 3S 



db by day because of passage through the ionosphere. 
These results apply to signals received by the s,ltellite 
at latitudes less than 28 o~ (geographic) and to the 
north of the transmitter. The data which had been 
examined did not disagree with the concept that the 
absorption loss occurs almost entirely in the D region. 
Limited data representing simul taneons operation at 
18 kc/s of NPG and NBA indicated that the NPG 
signal in the daytime ionosphere was attenuated 
relative to its computed ground-signal intensity 
roughly 10 db less than NBA's signal. This com
parison afforded some experimental confirmation of 
the effect on attenuation of difference in the angle 
of the wave normal relative to the geomagnetic field 
(see also Rorden , Helliwell, and Smith [1962]). 

The observed time delays of the 18-kc/s signals 
ranged from 10 to 200 msec. , iVhistler-mode echoes 
were observed as much as l.3 sec after the directly 
received pulses. . 

Rorden, Helliwell, and Smith [1962] studied some 
aspects of the Lofti I data. Because there was 
continuous reception of signals over long distances, 
it was concluded that propagation was not limited to 
the discrete paths or ducts to which ground-based 
whistler observations may be confined. The "non
ducted" mode was used to help explain an interesting 
observation in the satellite, namely, that the echo 
was sometimes stronger t1UIIl t he first " direct" 
signal observed. 

Alouette 

The Canadian workers at DRTE included a broad
band VLF experiment in their highly successful 
topside-sounding satellite, the Alouet te (see [Wanen , 
1962]). Alouette was launched b~- NASA into a 
nearly circular polar orbit (altitude about 1000 km ) 
on Sep tember 29, 1962. The output of its 1 to 10 
kc/s VLF receiving system modulates a carrier for 
direct readout by ground stations. The Dartmouth 
and Stanford groups are cooperating with the 
Canadians to obtain simultaneous ,,-his tier record
ings on the ground and in the satellite. 

8. Artificially Stimulated Ionospheric Noise 

Helliwell [1962b] found that ionospheric noise can 
be ar tificially stimulated by a VLF transmitter. 
l GY records showed VLF emissions of the "riser" 
type being triggered repeatedly by Morse code 
signals from station NPG (Jim Creek, Wash.) on 
18.6 kc/s . The triggered risers were ident ified on a 
routine two-minute synoptic whistler recording taken 
at Wellington , New Zealand, during a magnetic 
disturbance. (More recently,. sin"lilar noises triggered 
by N AA have been found on recordings aboard the 
ship Eltanin.) 

Each riser lasted about 0.1 sec and was initiated 
shortly after the beginning of a whistler-mode echo 
from N PG. In nearly everyone of the approximately 
200 cases found on the record, the riser began at the 
frequency of the transmitter (18 .6 kc/s) and ter
minated at a frequency which yaried between 20 
kc/s and 30 kc/s. Risers were associated with 6 

percent of the dots and 97 perC'ent of the dasbes, 
indicating that the probability of triggering illereases 
with the duration of the exeiting wave. 

The artifi6ally triggered risers were found to be 
sim ilar in many respeets to natmally occmring risers , 
whieh are sometimes t riggered by whistlers and whieh 
are more commonly observed at lower frequencies 
(1 to 10 kc/s ). The new results showed for the first 
time that risers ean be triggered by fixed-frequency 
signals as well as by whistlers. They also showed 
that the conditions for generation m ust exist more 
or less continuously over periods of several minutes 
at least. Thus, the eone1usion was reached that it 
is not necessary to postulate the prior existenee of 
discrete bunehes of charged particles to explain the 
generation of discrete VLF noise forms. Instead, it 
appears that the passing wa,-e and the plasma inter
act in such a \my as to create the eonditions neeessan 
for the raclia,tion of short bursts of noise. • 
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7. Summary of Research on VLF and ELF Emissions 
Roger M. Gallet 

1. The VLF Emissions- Their Relations With 
Whistlers and High Energy Particle 
Phenomena 

The VLF emissions, originating in the magneto
sphere and the upper ionosphere, are of particular 
interest because of their intimate relation to whistlers 
and to high-energy particle phenomena in the 
magnetospher e. These two fields are r eviewed in 
the repor ts immediately preceding and following the 
present synopsis. It is now well understood that 
VLF emissions propagate in the whistler mode, and 
that they are produced by bunches or streams of 
high energy particles moving along lines of force in 
the magnetosphere. In na.ture and energy these 
particles are not different from the Van Allen belt 
particles or from t he in tense fluxes of high energy 
electrons precipitating upon the upper atmosphere 
that are observed by high altitude balloons. The 
so urce of VLF emissions was interpreted, and they 
were systematically studied in several U.S. labora
tories prior to the discovery of these two classes of 
phenomena (early 1958 for the geomagnetically 
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trapped radiation, and mid 1957 for the precipitation 
phenomena) . A fLrst review of the properties of 
VLF emissions. and the basic mechanism of their 
production, was presented by the au thor at the XIIth 
DRSI General Assembly held in Boulder, Colo., 
Sep tember 1957. 

It took some time to recognize that these natural 
radio phenomena and the more or less direct detec
tion of trapped or precipitating particles were differ
ent aspects of the same general class of geophysical 
phenomena. This was partly due to the unavoidable 
specialization of scientists: cosmic-ray physicists and 
radio physicists generally have very little common 
meeting ground. But, and more significant from 
a physical point of view, the relationship between 
the two fields of observations is far from being 
obvious, and is obscured by many secondary effects, 
such as the strong variations of the ionospheric 
absorption for VLF radio signals, and the lack of 
continuous observations of the particle fluxes at the 
same place. The more or less steady Van Allen belt, 
as pictured from the satellite observations, does not 
produce fW obser vable backgro und of continuous 
VLF emissions, even if the velocity of the individual 



particles is , from the present theory of the emission 
mechanisms, largely sufficient to produce the radio 
emission. The VLF emissions are essentially tran
sient, over a wide range of time scales, and their 
intensity can be very large compared to the threshold 
of detectability (typically 10- 15 to 10- 14 m- 2 (Cjs) - I 

compared to 10- 18 or 10- 19). It follows that VLF 
emissions are more closely associated with transient 
particle activity in the magnetosphere superposed on 
the more permanent background revealed by satel
lites. In addition, the observed VLF emissions 
(sharp and strong discrete events and hiss , well 
characterized by their spectra) are not produced by 
individual particles but are due to the collective effect 
of excess density particles in bunches or streams. 

From the present state of the theory, as well as 
from the observed periods of certain periodic emis
sions (the VLF pulsations; see sec. IV), one can 
deduce that, for a large majority of the VLF emis
sions, the velocities of charged particles required for 
producing the emissions correspond to electron 
energies of the order of few kilovolts. The recent 
counter results obtained with the Injun I satellite, 
equipped to record electrons with energies as low as 
1 kev and on a very short time scale, show very large 
and rapid fluctuations of the particle fluxes , and are 
in much better agreement with the deductions made 
from the VLF emission observations than were the 
earliest measurements. 

To facilitate such a comparison the reader is 
referred to the following report by J. R. Winckler, 
and to the following survey papers: 

Van Allen, J. A., (1962), Dynamics, composit ion and origin 
of the geornagnetically-trapped corpuscular radiation, 
Proc. XIth General Assembly of the International 
Astronomical Union, 1961, XI B, 99- 136. 

Surveys concerning the precipitation of transient fluxes of 
high en ergy electrons : 

'Winckler, J . R. , (1962), Atmospheric ph enom ena, energetic 
electrons, and the geomagnetic field, J . R es . NBS 66D 
(Radio Prop .), 127- 143. 

K ellog, P. J. , (1963) , Auroral X-rays, electron bombard
ment and trapped radiation, Planet. Space Sci. 10, 
165- 178. 

Concerning intense flu ctuations of low energy electron s 
observed with Injun I: 

O'Brien , B. J., and C. D. Laughlin, (1962), All ext rpm ely 
intense electron flux at 100 kilometer altitude in the 
auroral zon e, J. Geophys. Hes . 67, 2667- 2672. 

O'Brien, B. J. , C. D . Laughlin, J. A. Van Allen, and L. A 
Frank, (1962), :Measurements of the intensity and spec
trum of electrons at 1000 kilomet er altitude and high 
latitudes, J. Geophys. R es. 67, 1209- 1225. 

At the present time it has become clear that VLF 
emissions are closely related to the dynamics of high 
energy particle phenomena in the magnetosphere. 
Unlike whistlers , which are an important propagation 
phenomenon, VLF emissions are characterized by an 
emission process, producing well-defined narrow 
bands of frequency due to the passage of a relatively 
few high velocity particles through the ambient 
plasma. When they are emitted, the electromagnetic 
waves propagate like whistlers. To understand the 
shape of the dynamic spectra of VLF emissions it is 

necessary to take into account the results available 
from whistler studies of the structure of the magneto
sphere. The reader is referred to the preceding 
report by D. L. Carpenter. 

2. Trends in the Field of VLF a nd ELF 
Emissions Since 1960 

One may characterize the period since the last 
DRSI General Assembly (London, September 1960) 
by the following general statements: 

a. The separation between the studies of whistler 
and VLF phenomena became clearer and better 
accepted. 

b. The study of VLF emissions is no longer 
pursued by itself, and there is a deliberate search for 
the relationship with high energy particle phe
nomena. Vice versa , particle physicists are now well 
aware of the importance of this aspect in their studies. 

c. It has become evident that there is an important 
relationship between ELF observations and VLF 
emissions, and that the cllstomary separation was 
mainly artificial. It has been realized that at least 
one fraction of the geomagnetic micropulsations have 
very definite spectra, exhibiting well-defined fre
quencies slowly varying with time, and very much 
alike VLF emissions. Also, at least a fraction of 
these geomagnetic micropulsations propagates as 
progressive hydromagnetic waves through the mag
netosphere, or is standing ELF oscillations of parts 
of the magnetosphere (such as a particular bundle 
of lines of force). The detailed mechanism of the 
production of these hydromagnetic waves is still 
quite a puzzle, but they are related to the interaction 
of solar plasmas with the magnetosphere. It is 
possible that some well-defined ELF frequencies are 
produced by streams or bunches of particles in a 
way similar for hydromagnetic waves to the traveling 
wave tube mechanism producing VLF emissions. 
The term Hydromagnetic Emissions has been very 
appropriately used by Tepley [1961] . 

3. Morphological and Statistical Studies 

Since a separate report on the field of VLF emis
sions was not yet prepared for previous URSI 
General Assemblies, it is perhaps useful to give a 
general perspective of the development. 

Systematic studies of VLF emissions, concerning 
their classification, shapes, rate of occurrence, etc . . . 
started early in 1956 at several U.S . laboratories. 
The basic mechanism of their production by particles 
moving along lines or force in the exosphere was 
understood at the beginning of 1957 and first calcula
tions of predicted shapes of dynamic spectra, by 
means of electronic calculators, were made at the 
same period . The results presented at the XIIth 
Gen eral Assembly, covering the period 1957- 1960 
[Helliwell and Morgan, 1960] were mainly concerned 
with many IGY results , and in particular variation 
in occurrence for different types, area of reception of 
a given VLF emission, and in general with results of 
a statistical significance. Only one attempt at 
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association with oth er geophysical phenomena was 
reported, the r elation established between auroras, 
VLF hiss, and chorus [Martin, H elliwell , and :Marks, 
1960] . 

Further surveys of a statistical l1f1,ture have b een 
published during the period covered in this report 
[H elliwell and Carpenter, 1962 ; Laaspere, :Morgan, 
and Johnson, 1962; Pope, 1963]. They confirm and 
extend the results already reported in 1960 [Helliwell 
and Morgan, 1960]. One could now consider that the 
main stfl, tistical and synoptic properties are quite well 
established; perhaps only the variation of VLF 
emission occurrence as a function of solar activity 
still r emains to be determined . 

Most of the spectral shapes of VLF emissions are 
now well known observationally ; an atlas of the most 
common forms has been published [Jones, Gallet, 
Watts , and Frazer, 1963] . However, new shapes 
and new observational properties from individual 
spectra are still obtained during routine r ecordings 
on magnetic tapes. 

4 . New Directions of Research- More 
Specific Approach 

a . Prog r a m 

During the same period som.e new types of studi es 
have been undertaken at a few laboratories. They 
can be characterized as system atic attempts to r elate 
the individual 'lLF emissio n events to other geo
physical phenornena, and to verify in detail som c 
predicted properties. These studies can be classified 
in the following way: 

1. Magnetically conjugate point studies. 
2. R elationship between VLF emissions a nd pre

cipitation of high energy electrons upon the low 
ionosp]lere. 

3 . Observation of echoes from sufficien tly strong 
discrete VLF emissions, and establishment that the 
deformation from one signal to the next is due to the 
dispersion of electromagnetic waves propagated and 
reflected exactly like whistlers. 

4. Study of the repetitive VLF emissions, which 
present periodically the same spectral shape. These 
are called "VLF Pulsations" for convenience. 

5. Continuous observations at a network of sta
tions, in addition to the ordinary lllagnetic tape 
recordings of high time resolution, which are neces
sarily limited to a sampling of two minutes every hour. 
These continuous observations of the VLF spectrum 
are made by means of a new instr ument called a 
"Hiss R ecorder" which deliberately gives a low time 
r esolution in order that one d~ty of da ta occupies a 
length of 72 cm on 16 mm film [IV atts, Koch, and 
Gallet, 1963]. Data r educed to such a size can be 
quickly searched for VLF emission even ts . The 
device scans the 0 to 10 kc/s range by sweeps of 4 sec 
and displays directly in real time the spectrum of the 
emissions. Fine structure shorter in time than 1 
min is generally lost, and therefore this equipment is 
convenient for r ecording the evolution of quasi
steadystate VLF phenomena; such as the VT-,F hiss. 

Although it is rarely possible to distinguish an 
isolated VLF event shorter than 1 min on the hiss 
recorder, the fine structure of VLF events of longer 
duration can easily be distinguished. 

Several new types of long dUTation VLF events 
have already been found with this instrument. 

b. Some Ne w Results 

1. Probably the most important of these studies 
are those under (1): Magnetically conjugate point 
studies . In particular, all the other observations 
in (2), (3), (4), and (5) are also included in this 
program. Both Stanford University and the Na
tional BUTeau of Standards m aintain several pairs 
of stations, mainly between Antartica and Northern 
Canada. The Bll1'eau h as a pail' from Southern 
New Zealand to Alaska cOlTespondin g to L = 2.5 
(L is the McIlwain geo magnetic coordinate charac
terizing the line of force) [Gallet and Koch, 1963], 
and t wo other pairs corresponding to L = 4.0 a nd 
L = 6.8. Th ese two last pairs are part of a more 
compreh ensi ve program, in which several other 
types of geophysical observations ar e m ade in 
parallel with t he VLF emi sions: study of the high 
energy electron precipi tation by means of riometers, 
airglow, and geo magnetic mic1'opulsations. 

In 1960 Helliwell indicated [Helliwell and M or
gan, 1960] that "No cases of th e same VLF em ission 
forms occurring at conj ugate stations h nNe been 
found, indicatin g that the genemtion m echanism is 
hi ghly asymmetrical wi th r especL to the geomagnetic 
equator ." 

The present series o( conj ugate point observations 
in a l arge number of cases s uggest an opposite 
conclusion. In particular , from lon g duration even ts 
observed with the hiss r ecorder a nd collected over 
a period of a year and a half, spectra have been 
found to be remarkably alike in both h emispheres, 
starting and ending simultaneously. In some cases. 
these events are also present at other northern sta
tions, but in most cases the events are presen t only 
at the conjugate points. 

2. Using records from the Whistler s-W est network 
of IGY stations, it has been possible to observe a 
few good cases of the same VLF emission at the 
approximately conjugate point stations Anchorage 
(Alaska) and Dunedin (New Zealand). A record 
illustrating the first excellent case of VLF pulsation 
was observed the 8 August 1958, 15:35 U.T. The 
r ecord is much weaker at Dunedin , already far away 
from the correct conjugate point. The sam e ob
sen Tation in the southern hemisphere W}tS obtained 
at Macquarie I sland in exact time coincidence with 
the Dunedin observations. The pulsations were in 
exact opposition oj phase at Anchorage an d Dunedin. 
A total of 105 re-emissions k eeping exactly th e same 
shape and about Lhe same amplitude was observed 
at each station dll1'ing the 2 min of mag netic tape 
records. The complete period was 1.06 sec. From. 
the period and using approximate knowledge of the 
lin e of force, the elecLron en ergy wa estim.ated to b e 
a few to 40 h ey. 
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3. Records have also been obtained illustrating 
progressi ve deformation of the shapes of the echoes 
of the initial VLF emission, due to whistler disper
sion in the propagation of the electromagnetic 
waves. Many good obsen-ations of this type have 
been obtained (program 3). From the analysis of 
the whistler dispersion curve, using the measured 
delay t ime as a function of frequency, it has been 
possible in certain cases to obtain a nose whistle?' and 
therefore to know directly on which line of force the 
VLF emission was produced. 

4. The program 2, on the relationship between 
VLF emissions and precipitation, is generally based 
on RIOMETER data, but also at certain periods on 
high altitude balloon recordings of bremmstl'ahlung 
x rays (Joint program of NBS with the University 
of Minneapolis. See following report by J. Winckler. ) 

5. Using the Hiss Recorder, a new type of very 
long period VLF pulsa tions, has been noted by NBS. 
An example is a record obtained the 21 December 
1962 at Minneapolis. During the event starting at 
12:07 U.T., 30 clearly observed very long period 
pulsations are superposed upon a band of hiss. The 
period is 56 sec. The second e\Oent starting at 14:45 
U.T. contains 64 well defined long period pulsations, 
and the period obtained from the most well-defined 
39 emissions is 41 sec. 

It is believed that these very long period VL F 
pulsations form a class different from the short 
period ones. These very long period VLF pulsations 
may be similar to the pulsating auroral-zone x-ray 
events observed by D. S. Evans, particularly one 
very beautiful case of precipitation with a 100 second 
period [Evans, 1963; Anger, Barcus, Brown, and 
Evans, 1963] . They are also probably related to 
the sometimes well-defined geomagnetic micro
pulsations with periods of 5 to 30 sec or more obser ved 
by Campbell [Campbell and Matsushita, 1962]. As 
yet correlation with other geophysical phenomena 
has not b een established. 
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8. Energetic Particles in the Magnetosphere 
John R. Winckler and Roger 1. Arnoldy 

The energetic particles with energies o.f appr.oxi
mately 5 kv or more in the Van Allen radla tIOn reglOns 
are lmown to consist almost entirely of pro tons and 
elec trons. As yet no r esults halre been repor ted t ha t 
o'ive with certainty eviden ce for other types of ener
~e tic ions. We shall therefore divide our discussion 
into the recent results pertaining to the protons and 
to the electrons. 

The best known component of the radia tion belt 
is the proton component. This is because the exper
imental problems of measuring the pI:o ton enerlSY, 
spatial, and time clis tribu tion are conrslderably: s~m
pIer than in the ease of the electrons. rhe bes ~ Il1j~r
mation abou t the pro ton energy and the spatlal dls
tribution of enero'y in the inner parts of the Va n Allen 
reo'ion comes fl~om nuclear emulsions exposed on 
so~ndino. rockets. Pro ton detectors, sensiti ve in the 
very lo~~ energy range down to a f~w hundred ki.1o
volts have been flown on sa telh tes penetra tmg 
thro~ghout th e entire radiation b~l ts and hav~ given 
information in the outer zone regIOn about thIS com
ponent. Simple counter experiments may frequently 
b e unambiguously in terpreted in th ~ inner zone \~hen 
the known response of tbe coun ter IS almost en tirely 
due to pro tons which p enetrate the coun terwalls. 
Such experimen ts on low-alti tu? e satellites yield 
mucb informatio'1 about t he spatial a1ld tune struc
ture of the proton compon en t. We shall gi Ire selected 
data represen ting t be best current informati?ll a??u t 
the energy spectrum of th e tral?p ~d prot?ns m differ
ent par ts of the Van Allen radu'ttIOn ~egIOns . PI~ob
ably the most in teresting problem IS the pOSSIble 
sources of the pro tons. M any sources have been 
suggested and will be dis~uss~d b elow. . 

We sh all present a simplIfied summary of the 
present knowledge of trapped pro~on s ir~ the f?llowing 
series of statem ents. For detailed dlscussIOn , th e 
reader may consult several recent review articles 
[Hess, 1962; Lencheck and Singer, 1962]. 

1. The energy spectra of protons trapped on 
magnetic field lines with equatorial radii Ro less than 
2Re may b e conveniently represented by a power law 
spectrum for the higher energies. The data have 
been summarized by Hoffman [1962] in t able 1. 
From the t able it can be seen t hat t he shape of the 
spectrum. for ene~'gies above . about 30 .Mev .as 
meas ured by the different expenments rem ams qUIte 
const ant t hroughout the inner zone. 

2. Fan, M eyer , and Simpson [1960] observed no 
protons of energy above 75 M ev beyond 3500 km 
geocentric distance dUTing measurements on t he 
Explorer VI satellite. 

3. The cosmic r ay neutron albedo lJ ll.s been shown 
to be an adequ ate SOUTce to provide the obser ved 
energy spectrum and intensity of t hese energetic 
protons [Hess, 1962 ; Lencheck and Singer , 1962, 
K ellogg, 1959 ; Vernov, Grigorov, Ivanenko , Lebe-

T A H f, E 1. Comparison of power law spectra f or protons from 
data in innet belt 

E xperimen t 

F redon and 
Wh ite (1959) 

Armstrong 
a nd J [eck man 
(96 1) 

Na ugl(l a nd 
K niHen (196L) 

H oll y. Allen I 
and Johnson 
(1961) 

Flight 4 
F light 5 

E xplorer V[ 
Chamber and 
Co unter 

Altitude M ag. la t . E nr rgy 
range 

Totalom n id irec
t ion al flu x in 

ra nge indicat ed 
protons/cm:.? sec 

J!J'1nu l sions 

km 
] 230 m ax 
J200a v 25° 
] 170 max 22° 
1080 av 

1600 2 7 >~0 

940 26° 
1100 190 

2225 a v -28.2° av 

.\'Iev 

I. 84 75- 700 800± 200 
1. 80 80- 600 ~>~ . flu x m easured 

by Freden and 
White (1959) 

1. 7 40- ] 00 900± 200 

1. 42 > 17.5 
1. 68 > 23 Calculated from 

spectrum; 
~2XI03 

1. 65 > 23.6 2. 4X 103 

dinski, MW'zin , and Chudakov, 1959]. This does 
not exclude the possibility of somewh fLt stronger 
SOlU"ces which would not require t he long lifetimes 
(hundreds of years) necessary for t he neutr on albedo 
SO lU"ce. 

4. Energetic protons are n ot trapped 3:~ l.arge 
distances (i .e. in t he outer zone) wh ere ~he hf~tlLnes 
are probably very short as the result of contmuous 
magnet ic distmbance~ [Wentzel, 1961 ; Dragt, 1961 , 
and Welch and WhItaker , 1959] . Th e source of 
these particles , whatever its n atUTe, mllst therefore 
be weak. 

:1. In the guiding center approxima tion [Alfven 
1953 ' Northl~up and Teller, 1960] three adiabatic 
inva~iants describe the motion of a trapped particle 
The first invariant is the constancy of the magnetic 
moment of the particle]s spiral motio~l about fi!'lld 
lines. This invariant gives the partICle's motIOn 
alono- field lines since it determines the va.lue of the 
mao'~etic field at which a particular par ticle will 
tur~ around or mirror depending on its pitch angle 
in the equatorial plane. At magnetic anomalies in 
the earth's fi eld trapped par ticles will move further 
down force line~ and those of small equatorial pitch 
angle will be lost from the trapping regio n by atmos 
ph eric sca ttering. M easurements ma~e by Verno v, 
Gorchako v, Logachev, N esterov, Plsarenko , Sa 
venlm ChudakolT and Shavrin [1962] on the low 

" . altitude 2d and 3d SOlriet earth satellites passlllg 
over the South Atlan tic anomaly relreal such leakage 
of trapped protons. 
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65,000 km; A". = _5 °; 00 .1 5 UT 
Sp L-S p8 2.9 1. 8 X 10 '; 1.2 X 10 ' 
Sp H-SpB 0 . 8 5 X 10 ' 2.5 X 10' 

302 2 . 4 5 . 4 
SpB 0 0 

302-5 pB 5.4 <1.5 X 10-" 

55,000 km; x"' = -7"; 01.50 UT 
SpL·Sp8 3.9 2 . 5 X 10 " 1.7 X 10 3 

SpH-SpB 2.5 1.6 X 10 " 8 X 10 ' 
302 16 26 
Sp8 0 .06 0.3 

302-Sp8 26 7.6 X 10- " 

45,000 k m ; x". = - 6"; 03.05 UT 
SpL-Sp8 5.0 3.1 X 10 '; 2. 1 X 10 5 

SpH-Sp8 4 . 7 2.9 X 10 " 1. 5 X 105 

302 86 I. 3 X 10" 
SpB 0 . 28 1.4 

302-5pB 1.3 X 10 ' 3.8 X 10- 2 

SpL-SpB 
Sp H-Sp B 

302 
SpB 

302-5pB 

35,000 km; A", = 0 °; 04 .05 UT 
3.9 2.5 X 10 " 1. 7 X 10 ' 
5.7 3.6 X 10 6 I .8 X 10' 

550 8.8 X 10 " 
2.7 13.5 

8.8 X 10 2 2.5 X 10- ' 

25,000 km ; ~ m = +6°; 04.50 UT 
SpL-SpB 8.4 5. 3 X 10 " 3.5 X 10 ' 
5pH-SpB 88 5.6 X 10 " 2.S X 105 

302 8. I X I0" 1.3XIO' 
Sp B 13.6 6.~ 

302-SpB 1.3 X 10' 3. 8 

SpL-SpB 
SpH -5pB 

302 
SpB 

302-5pB 

15,000 km; A", = + 18°; 05.30 UT 
15.5 
29 

360 
1.0 

1.0 X 10 7 

1.8 X 107 

5. 8 X 10' 
5 

5. 8 X 10' 

6.7 X 10' 
9.0 X 10·; 

1.7 X 10- ' 

b. The second adiabatic im-arian t (1) is the con
stancy of the line integml of the particle's momentum 
along a field line between two mirror points. The 
points in space that haye th e same yalue of B (m ag
netic field) and I form a ring in each hemisphere 
[Vestine and Sibley, 1960] . A par ticle mirroring at 
this B and I will rem ain upon the surface or shell 
described by t he lines of force that connect these 
rings. In the earth's field all the particles that drift 
through a given line of force will remain on approxi
mately the same shell e\'en though they might turn 
at different B \"cLlues on t he gi\Ten force line and 
have correspondingly difl'er en t I values. I t is thus 
desirable to label all points in space wi th a number 
that is unique for each shell . Such a number, which 
is a fun ction of B and I only fl nd is constan t along 
lines of force, has been defined by M cIlwain [1961] 
a nd is designated the L yalue. For a pure dipole 
field , a particle shell is lab eled by an L value equal 
to the shell 's equatOl'i~LI range. :Measurements of 
the energetic trapped protons in the inner zone made 
with Anton 302 Geiger co unters aboard several 
satelli tes clearly show the spatial distribution of the 
trapped particles when contours of constflnt coun t
ing rate are giyen on a B \-el'SUS L plo t. An example 
of such a plot made by McIlwain [1961] for the 
Explorer IV 302 counterdata is given in figure 1. 
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FIGURE 1. A systemization of the intensities of particles in the 
inner radiation belt. 

' rhe top rates arc supposedly due to penetrating protons in the iDner radiation 
belt above approximately 40 Mev energy. For a given va lue of B and L , the 
particles w ill be found located at some point in a shell determinin g the nlOtion of 
the particles as they proceed aroWld the earth . 'rhe lines on this figure arc con· 
tours of constant cOllntin g rates . '1"'110roforo, they cut across the lllagnetic field 
and also acrOSs the lines of constant and L in the above representation . This plot 
is a convenient way ofreprcsent.ing a large alllount of data at pO ints ali iongitucies 
arouod the earth . 

The L-parameter is useful in the stable inner mag
netosphere, but can be shown to be invalid during 
magnetic storms at large L , for example, in or above 
t he auroral zone. 

6. Measurements of t he penetrating protons in the 
inner zone during the period October 1959 to D ecem
ber 1960 show counting rate increases of a factor of 
t wo or three as seen by an Anton 302 counter aboard 
Explorer VII [Pizzella, ~1cIl wain, Iwd Van Allen, 
1962] . These increases are such as to preserve the 
geometric form of t he inner zone and are of an im
pulsive nature occurring within a period of one to two 
weeks correlated with solar proton events (and/or 
with geomagnetic storms) . These rate increases do 
no t unambiguously mean that the in tensity of the 
trapped rad iation has increased but rather could be 
the result of a sm all shif t in t he spectrum such that 
more particles fall in to the energy range above the 
cutoff of the detector. Figure 2 [Hoffman, Arnoldy, 
and Winckler, 1962] shows how fl, decrease in the 
exponent (-y) of a power law spectrum from 2 to 1.5, 
for example, could increase the count rate of a 302 
counter by a n order of magnitude for a constant 
in tensity of trapped particles . The co unt rate 
changes observed by Explorer VII could be produced 
by mechanisms associated with disturbed condit ions 
that alter the spectral character of the trapped 
radia tion. 

7. Low-energy trapped protons are observed 
throughout the radiation regions. Extensive obser
vations were made by Davis and '\iVilliamson [1962] 
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an ene1'g1/ threshold to the con
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NOLe Lhe steep depe ncience of t be ra te 
o[ the co u nLer on the ex pone nt. of tho 
spectru m for fi xed 1Vo. 

on the Explorer XU satellite in the energy range 
between 120 key and 4.5 Mev (fig.3). The proton 
intensity peaks on a dipole field lin e hewing an Ro 
value of about 3.5 Re where the maximum intensity 
is 6 X 1Qi protons (cm- 2.sec- J ·stel·- J) . The proton 
spectra may be approximated by exp( - E /Eo) with 
for example,Eo valu es of 400, 120, and 64kev at value, 
of Ro equal to 2.8, 5.0, and 6.1 He respectively. 

8. Rocket measurement of Bame, Conner, Hill, 
and Holly [1962] have shown that protons having 
energies down to 1 Mev are trapped on field lin es 
with Ro between 2.5 and 3 Re. These data agree in 
both intensity and spectral slope for pro Lon energies 
around 1 Mev with the measurements of Davis made 
on similar field lines. 

9. Nuclear emulsions exposed on sounding rockets 
have measured the proton spectrum down to about 
10 Mev energy [Heckman and Armstrong, ] 962 ; 
Naugle and Kniffen, 1961]. A study of the proton 
spectra as a function of position in the inn er zone 
showed that at higher latitudes the slope of the 
spectrum below 30 Mev steepens considerably (fig. 
4). At abou t 33 0 magnetic latitude t he spectrum is 
given by J (E) = 3.2 X 106-E- 4.5 protons (cm- 2·sec- J • 

ster - I·Mev- 1) . An extrapolation of the N allgle 
and Kniffen spectrum down to 1 Mev energy shows 
that it has a shape essentially the same as the 
spectrum meas ured by Bame, Conner, Hill, and Holly 
[1962] at a similar lat itude but larger altitude (fig.5 ) . 
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FIGU RE 5. Meas1l1'ements by Bame, Connor, Hill, 
and Holly using an electronic proton spectrometer 
in the inner radiation belt . 

For comparison, the extrapolations of the emulsion data of Naugle 
and Iilliffell into this low energy r ange are shown. )Joto that the 
spectra have very similar slopes in this region. 

10. Several sources can be postulated for the very 
low energy protons: (a) decay of albedo neutrons 
produced by the galactic cosmic radiation, (b) decay 
of albedo neutrons produced by solar protons 
[Heckman and Armstrong, 1962 ; Lencheck and 
Singer, 1962], (c) degradation of high energy protons 
as a result of collisions with thermal protons [Hess, 
1962], (d) a local acceleration process or processes, 
(e) direct solar injection. Sources (a), (b), and (c) 
prove to be untenable [Hess, 1962] when an attempt 
ismade to supply the large energy flux of 50 ergs/cm~
sec·ster, measured at 1000 km altitude [Freeman, 
1962] and in terpreted as protons from 0.5 kev to 1 
Mev, and the proton fluxes measured by Davis and 
Williamson [1962]. Source (b) is , however, capable 
of producing the latitude dependence of the protons 
above 10 Mev measured by Naugle and Kniffen 
[Len check and Singer, 1962]. Hess [1962] raises an 
objection to SOLU'ce (e) since emulsion data have yet 
to measure a flux of trapped alpha particles consistent 
with the measured percentage of He nuclei in solar 
cosmic rays [Freier, 1963] at balloon altitudes. 
However, emulsion stocks flown thus far in rockets 
were shielded to the extent that alpha's of the same 
rigidity as 30-Mev protons or less could not be 
measured. It remains for future data to ascertain 
t he absence or presence of low energy alpha particles. 
The argument is, however, a valid one against the 
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direct solar injection of the high energy protons of 
the inner zone. It might well be that the trapped 
protons have several sources where the required 
strength of a given source depends upon the energy 
range under considerat ion. 

11. The total kinetic energy of the trapped low 
energy protons is greater than that of any other 
known population of tr apped particles, and thus 
their disturbance of the geomagnetic field is greatest . 
Akasofu, Cain, and Chapman [1962] calculated the 
disturbance for a model proton belt which closely 
approximated the prestoI'm belt measlU'ed by Davis. 
The result predicts a decrease in the surfcl ce equa
torial field of 40/" Measmements of trapped protons 
by Davis during the main phase of the September 
30, 1961 geomagnetic storm give intensit ies greater 
by a factor of three than the prestoI'm values in 
tbe region from 3 to 4.5 earth radii. Using these 
data Akasofu calculated the additional disturbance 
which would result if the storm time increase existed 
at all values of pitch angles. The results predicted 
an 80'1' additional decrease which is to be compared 
with the D S T values of 60'1' to 30'1' on 1 and 2 October 
1961. Thus one may hypothesize that the main 
phase decrease was produced by the trapped protons 
of energy between 120 kev and 4.5 Mev. 

12. It is well established that protons correspond
ing to the same energy Tan ge found in the trapped 
radiation are produced by the SUll and are sub
sequently found near the earth. For example, plasma 
probes detect magnetic storm associated protons 
below 10 kev energy. Balloons and rockets at high 
latitudes, and satellites and space probes outside the 
magnetosphere have measUl'ed on many occasions 
solar flare produced particles from several hun dJ'ed 
kev up to several bev kinetic energy. It is also 
kno,VJ1 that these particles invade the lnagneto
sphere temporarily during solar flare events to 
surprisingly low latitudes [Winckler and Bhavsar , 
1960]. Solar protons of energy between 1 and 15 
mev have been detected on magnetic shells having 
Bo> 2.5 Be [Pieper, Zmuda, Bostrom, and O'Brien , 
1962]. These particles are know11 to produce the 
familiar polar cap blackouts. However, there is no 
evidence of perm an en t trapping associated with the 
temporary detection of these solar particles. 

Electrons 

Knowledge of the electrons in the Van Allen 
radiation regions has been complicated by difficulties 
in measurement and in interpretation of measure-
ments. Improvement in measurements has come 
within the last two years , but this increase in 
knowledge has, at the same t ime, revealed in greater 
detail the great complexity of the electron spectra, 
spatial distribution, and time variations. There is 
no production or inject ion mechanism which has 
been identified with cer tainty as the source of the 
observed electrons- except the h igh altitude nuclear 
explosions which have given rise to artificial electron 
belts in the inner zone. However, it appears that at 
least one source of the energetic natural electrons 



above 10 kev may be ruled out, namely direct 
inj ection from solar phtsm~L. 

We sh,111 begin our s implified summary by discuss
ing flu x Hnd spectral measurements of the naturally 
occurring electrons in the inner regions. 

1. 1Iagnetic spectrometer .measurements hn, ve 
been made by VIf alt, Ch ,Lse, ChLdis, and ] mhof 
[1960] and Cladis, Chase, Imhof, and Knech t [1961] 
with ,1 so unding rock:et at 920-k111 altit ud e for lines 
of force wi th equatorial radii, Ro, between 1.95 and 
2.4 He. The spectrum, determined in four ch~mnels 
between 100 ~md 1000 kev, constitutes one of the 
earliest and best spectral measurements of trapped 
electrons. The results may be well represented by 
the equation AEP exp (-E /Eo) (cm-2.sec-1 key-I) 
with F = l.6 and Eo = 45 kev. The constant A is 
determin ed so that the integral omniflux above 50 
kev is 4.2 ± 0.8 X I06 electrons (cm-2.sec-1). 

Holly, Allen, and J·ohnson [1960] determin ed the 
electron flu x between 50 and 450 kev in several 
energy inter vals, and at al titudes between 900 and 
1500 kill close to the geo magnetic equ ator . The 
spectral Slhtpe is similar to the Walt spectrum, and 
at 1100 km the flu x is approximately 105 (cm- 2.sec- l ) 

above 50 kev. This flux value is considerably lower 
than the other foul' measurements discussed here. 

From the Inj un satellite, an energy spectru m belo w 
100 kev has been obtained using small magnetic 
electron spectrometers [Pizzella , L}1Ughlin , and 
O'Brien , 1962], given by N(E) ,-....,105 exp (-E /160) 
elec trons (c m- 2.sec- 1kev- I). The integrated flux 
above 50 kev is approximately 107 (c l1l- 2.sec- I) . 
These v,tlu es are applicable at 1000 kill (Bo"",l.2 B e) 
altitude ne}tl' the equator. 

Frank and Vall Allen [1962], also u ing Injun 
satelli te d}tta from an Anton-type 213 thin-window 
Geiger counter in a s imihLr r egion , found an inte
grated omnidirectional electron flux }Lbo ve 40 kev 
of 1 X 107 (cm- 2.sec- 1) . 

Hoffman [1962], frorn the scintillation counter 
flown on Explorer VI, together with the Anton-type 
302 counter and ion chamber , was able to make a 
flux estimate for electrons on the Ro= 1.7 B e line of 
force at A= - 28 0 geomagnetic latitude and 2225 km 
altitude. If the response of the scintillator was 
primarily to electrons>500 key, the flux was 1 X 107 

(cm- 2.sec- 1) . If the response was primarily between 
200 and 500 kev, then a value of 2 X 109 (cm-2.sec-1) 

would apply. 
2. The inner zone valu es discussed in (1) are 

probably characteristic of the natural radia t ion. 
Many 11ttempts have been made to account for these 
electrons by the neutron decay hypothesis [e.g ., 
H ess, 1962], but with li ttle success, es pecia.lly a.t 
low energies where t he flux is too high and t he 
spectra too steep to be characteristic of neutron 
decay products. One must therefore postulate a 
local accelerator source for the low energy electrons. 
This local acceleration may, at the same t im e, con
t ribute throughout the spectrum. The relative 
importance of the weak neutron so urce and this 
local accelerator depends on the inner zone electron 
lifetimes . YIeasurernents of the electron lifetimes 
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have recently been made on t he ar t ificial belt created 
by t he Johnston Tsland nuclear test of July 1963, 
to be discussed in Lite next section. 

3. It is known tlHtt al'tificiltl rad iat ion belts con
sisLing of t3-d ectty electrons from higlt alt itude 
nuclear explosio ns have been produced. High fluxes 
of electrons more in tense than the nntm al rad iat ion 
and extendin g well above 1 Mev in energy have been 
observed in the inner radiation regiolts from explo
sions over Johnston I sland a nd other locations. 
The "Starfish " explosion on 9 July 1962 at 0900 :09 
UT occmred 400 km above Johnsto n Tsland in the 
central Pacific Ocean with 1\ yield of 1.4 megn,tons 
[Symposium, J . Geoph ~'s. R es. 68, 1963]. The 
fission decay electrons wi th energies up to 8 Mev 
were trapped Witil surprisin g efflciency and were 
obser ved at least out to a line of force with Ro= 2.7 R •. 
The trapped flux precessed eastwa.rd and was in tense 
enough to produce polnri zed synchrotron rad io 
emission that was observable at num erous rndio 
astronomy observatories, particularly at low latit ude 
Imd at frequencies between] 7 and j 47 :Mc/s. This 
observation was perh aps the most in terestin g and 
surprising result of the test . Analys is of the 
radiation lOchs, Farley, Bowles, and Bandyopadhay, 
1963] has given an excellen t decay curve for tIw 
electrons (see fig. 6) and a total flux and energy 
spectrum measurement. The spectrum agrees well 
with that to be expected from fission t3-decay elec
trons. For the first time, electron synchrotron 
radiation has been studied in a natural cosmic 
enviro nment but under well-known co ndi tions. 
vVi th the same antennas lOchs, Farley, Bowles, and 
Band,ropaclhay, 1963] no detectable sigmtl could b e 
obtained from the natural inner zo ne electrons. 
The total excess number of tra pped electrons has 
been estimated at approximately 102-1. In addi tion 
to nssion decay electrons, neutron decay electrons 
with energy up to 780 kev may be expected over a 
vcry large region of space. Bomb electrons mirror
ing below 140 km altit ude were removed from the 
r adiation belts in a few hours. Those mirroring 
above 500 km at Rc= l. 25 Re have measured life 
t im.es of many months. 

It appears that after six months the residual "Star
fish " electrons are concentrated in a nanow region 
over the eq uator. The loss mechanisms are tho ught 
to be principally coulomb scattering in t he atmos
phere and the synchrotron measW'ements verify 
this lOchs, Farley, Bowles, and Bandyopadhay, 
1963]. The emission of synchro tron radiation is a 
weak damping force and corresponds to a lifetime of 
many tens of years . 

The earlier results of t he "Argu " experiments and 
the "T eak " and "Orange" shots ha\re been discussed 
in detail elsewhere [Symposium, J. Geophys. R es. 
64, 1959]. 

4. The energetic electrons in the outer radiation 
regions are dominated by the effects of solar plasma 
striking the magnetosphere. The outer zone was 
first detected with simple counters which , on the basis 
of CLUTent understanding, must have been counting 
electrons neal' 1 Me\T energy [O'Brien, Van Allen , 
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FIGU RE 6. Ti me history of the synchrotron radiation f rom electrons trapped in the geomagnetic fi eld as a result of the "Starfi sh" 
nucleaT test on July 9, 1962. (Ochs et al. 1963 .) 

Laughlin, and Frank, 1962]. Extensive maps of the 
outer region in terms of these electrons were first 
made by the ellipt ically orbiting satellite, Explorer 
VI [Hoffman, Arnoldy, fmd Winckler, 1962], which 
also demonstrated the great effect of solar control. 
Some results of this study are shown in figmes 7 and 
8. Majoi' changes in the equatorial pitch-angle 
distribution, or mirror-point densities, as well as 
changes in flux and spectra, follow strong geomag
netic distmbances. A characteristic pattern for the 
electrons near 1 :Mev dming a magnetic storm is ftn 
initial decrease in flux, followed by an increase and a 
concentration of radiation near the equator [Hoffm::lll, 
Arnoldy, and Winckler, 1962; Fan, Meyer, and 
Sim.pson, 1961]. 

Several varieties of detectors for electrons coverin g 
the range 10 kev to 1 Mev have now been carried 
repeatedly through the outer zone by the very 
elliptical-orbit satellite, Explorer XII [Davis, 1962; 
Rosser, O'Brien, Van Allen , Frank, and Laughlin, 
1962]. A condensed summary of the distribution 
for several energies from t he Iowa group is given in 
figure 9. One notes that the electrons below 100 kev 
are distributed more or less uniJormly over a great 
part of the magnetosphere, from the atmosphere 
out to a well-defined but variable boundary near 
10 He. At this boundary, trapped particles of all 
kinds drop sharply to zero, and equftlly sharp chan ges 
occur in the 111 agn etic field [Rosser, O'Brien, Van 
Allen, Frank, and Laughlin, 1962]. Lunik 2 meas-

urements [Gringauz, Kurt , 11[0roz, and Shklonskii, 
1961] show similar behftvior, which is characteristic 
of electrons with E > 200 ev. Preliminary data at 
large distances in the outer zone show time fluctuft
tions of as much as 50 tim es in the flux of electrons 
near 50 kev as a result of geomagnetic disturbances 
[Rosser, O'Brien , Van Allen , Frank, and Laughlin, 
1962]. The low energy electrons have been found to 
increase during magnetic storms at a time when the 
high energy component neal' 1 Mev was decreasing, 
ftS discussed earlier. A consis ten t in terpretation of 
these facts can be found if one assumes an accelera
tion process which, dUTing the initial main phase is 
very violent, ftnd both adds energy and precipitates 
electrons of all energies. As the storm continues, 
the energy spectrum of the trapped electrons becomes 
more flat as more and more electrons are produced 
above 1 Yrev energy, thus accounting for the post 
storm "build-up" observed on many occasions 
[Hoffmftn, Arnoldy, and Winckler, 1962). 

5. The con tOUTS of the electron fluxes of energies 
10- 100 kev have not yet been mapped in detail 
throughout the great outer zone. However, many 
meaSUTements have been made at ftltitu cles of 1000 
kill or below with high-inclination or polar-orbiting 
satellites with a variety of detectors. Those meas
uremen ts that have been analyzed and reported in 
the literftture in enough detail to be useful are 
summarized as follows: 
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17,000 KM LINE 

FIGUR E 8. The pi tch angle di stribu
tion at the equatol· on a line of force at 
22,400 kilo meters showi ng the change 
i n di stribu tion of the eneTgetic elec
trons befm·e and after a magneti c 
storm. 

T hese angular distri butions arc normali zed at 
100. Actuall y t he poststorm intensities arc 
m ucll higher jn absolute value than the prestorm 
intensities . 
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F I G U R E 9. E lectrons of various en ergies as m easured n ear 
the eq1wlm·ial plane over a lw ·ge range of di stances by 
E x plore)· X I I . 

1' he 302 counter is p robably respond ing to elect rons near I Mev energy 
and to bremsstrahlung from other electrons. SpH coverS the range 80 to 
l Oa kev and SpL 45 to 60 kev . SpB is a background counter heavily shielded 
with lead. 

(a) An extensive analysis of outer zone electron 
measW'ements from the second and third Soviet 
earth satellites and from sp ace rockets has been given 
by Vernov, Gorchakov, Logachev, Nesterov, 
Pisarenko, Savenko, Chudakov, and ShavTin [1962]. 
Using a scintilla tion counter , the outer zone electrons 
were detec ted a t altitudes neal' 320 km and were 
shown to be localized at conjugate points on the 
mag netic fi eld lines . At this altitude the electrons 
were observed at geomagnetic la ti t udes greater than 
40°. The locus of highest intensity at 320 km 
coincided with predicted mirror-point paths in the 
two hemispher es. A typical mirror-point path for 
comparison purposes was chosen to be at 1500 km 
al titude, at 120° W longitude, and, accordingly , 
dips down to a low value (near the a tmosphere) 
in t he SoutltAtla ntic anomaly region. [Vernov etal. , 
1962] r epor t that, in a region located between + 50° 
and + 65° north geographic latitude and between 
- 25° and + 30° eas t longit ude, and a t a B value of 
0.49 oersteds and altitude 320 km, an appreciable 
electron flux was observed . At the conjugate point 
in the southern hemispher e, this B value and mirror 
point lies below the ear th 's surface . Vernov points 
out that these electrons ar e not tr apped and may be 
locally accelerated . His results do no t es tablish 
that energy has been added to magnetospheric 
electrons, however , since the same res ult could be 
produced by a scattering mechanism. By extending 
the above argument, one m fLy conclude that most 
of the elec trons observed by Vernov in the two high 
in tensity belts at 320 km are, in fact, leaving the 
trapping region of the outer zone. 1£ one uses the 
newer outer zone flux data [O 'Brien, Van Allen , 
L aughlin , and Fran].;:, 1962] and the arguments 
given by Vernov, one CfL l1 es timate lifetimes between 
1O~ and 106 seconds for electrons of sever al hundred 
kilovolts . 

(b) The outer b el t electrons wer e detected by th e 
U.S . satellites , Explorer IV and Explorer VII, at 
low altitude (about 1000 km) and above 50° geo
mfLgnetic latitude in bo th hemispheres . 

From Explorer VII data, Forb1.lsh, P i zzella, and 
V enkatesan (1962) and Forbush, V enkatesan and 
M cIlwain (1961) found a consistent empirical r ela
t ionship between intensity and scalar magnetic fi eld 
B for differ ent L values. This made it possible to 
"correct" for dependency of in tensity on B , and 
thus to examine t rue t ime variations at any fixed 
L. The changes in intensity tended to be correlated 
negatively with the geomagnetic equatorial ring 
cunent field for L > 3.4, a nd posit ively for L < 3.4 . 
Forbush et al. , point out t h at most par ticles obser ved 
o\'er Australia and Nor th America for 2 . 5~L~3.5 
were at 13 values equal to or greater than t hose at 
sea level over the region of South Africa for t he 
same L values. Consequen tly, these particles must 
be lost from the t rapping region. The obser ved 
intensities of these particles over Australia measm e 
the outflow from t he outer radiation belt in a time 
in terval less t han the longitudinal drift period . 
This resul t implies a Yery high rate of r eplenishment 
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of energetic electrons in the outer belt . These con
clusions are essent ially the same as t hose of Verno v 
discussed in 5(a) above. In one case, n:1lTOW zones 
of high in tensity electrons were detected by Explorer 
VII at 1000 km altitude, a nd were closely <Lssociated 
wi th a red arn'oral arc covcring a large range of 
longit udes. 

6. Se lTeral additional kind s o( evidence have been 
presented recently concerning t he energy balance in 
the outer radiation r egion. These da ta come from 
direction:11 observations of electro ns in t he loss cone 
by the T nj un satellite flying at 1000 km :1t high lati
tudes, and from bremsstrahlung measw'ements of 
x rays iLt balloon altitudes resultin g from the pre
cipitation of electrons from t he outer zone region. 

A systematic study of bremsstrahlung has been 
made during several magnetic storms using scintilla.
tion coun tel'S on balloons flown simultaneously from 
52.8° to 64.5° geom:1gnetic latitud e U-, = 2.4 to 
L = 6) [W'inckler , Bhavs:1r , find Anderson, 1962]. 
The total energy loss per cm2 of fll'ea :1t t he atmos-

phere from the mflgnetic field by > 60 key electrons 
during a 12-hour storm period was found to be one or 
two orders of magnitude more than the "static" 
t rapped energy in similar energy electr ons measmed 
by Explorer XII. One very intense event was ob
servcd at 69° geomagnetic lati tude, restricted in 
longitude and latitude, which within approximately 
two minutes, precipit:1ted more ellergy by a factor 
of 200 than was "statically" trapped. 

The balloon observations gave new information 
about the time scale of the precipitation. An 
example is shown in figure ] O. Note the many 
large increases with 0.\ sec widths observed dming 
high intensi ty periods. These fast x-ray bmsts may 
be ul tim:1tely conn ected with am oml pulsations ob
served visually during s trong magnetic s torms. The 
time constant is shorter than the electron bounce 
time between conjuga,te points which means th at-, t he 
precipit:1tion 01' :1cceleration process must render the 
second adiabatic invariant (the line in varian t) in
:1ppli c<Lble. A flll'thel' search was made for periodic 
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vari1tLions and both a power spectrum and Chl'ee 
analysis show the presence of recurrent x-ray varia
tiolls occurring at the bounce period for electrons of 
the energy studied, and at multiples of the funda
mental bounce period. 

7. In summary, all of the outer zone electron 
measurements discussed above indicate a continuous 
energy input into the outer zone which reveals itself 
as the outflow of electrons. This source during 
magnetically disturbed periods can become very 
strong. No other known mechanism but the solar 
plasma streams seems capable of supplying this 
energy. Measurements with detectors aboard the 
deep space probes Pioneer V [Arnoldy, Hoffman , and 
Winckler, 1960] and Mariner II [Science, 1962], 
however, rule out the possibility of direct solar 
injection into the magnetosphere of particles having 
energy typical of those measured in the trapping 
region. One must note that electron measurements 
made in the outer zone at large distances cannot 
distinguish between electrons in the process of being 
accelerated and in tmnsit through the trapping 
regions, and the statically trapped electrons. The 
measurements at large range, however, are essential 
to determine the boundaries of the magnetosphere, 
the energy spectra, and changes in energy spectra of 
observed electrons, and measurement of particles 
responsible for the magnetic storm current systems. 

The scope of this paper has not included a discus
sion of the many important and interesting cosmolog
ical and geomagnetic problems of the galactic 
cosmic rays. However, their significance in popu
lating the inner radiation zone was discussed in the 
first section, and the reader may consult many 
excellent summaries of cosmic ray physics. (See for 
example the Kyoto Conference Proceedings, 1962, 
Vol. 11 and Vol. 111.) 
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